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“UNDERWURLDE” recommended retail price £9.95 inc VAT 
Available from W.H.SMITHS, BOOTS, J.MENZIES, WOOLWORTHS 

and all good software retail outlets. Also available from 
ULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU 

(P&P included) Tel: 0530 411485 
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Leisure 
software 

Mirrorsoft is moving into the 
home/leisure area with its new 
Home Discovery Series. Five 
new products are released for 
BBC, Electron, Commodore 64 
and Spectrum. 

The Joffe Plan is a no-diet 
system which should help you 
control _your weight. Prof 
Justin Joffe has written a 
booklet which accompanies the 
package. 

Know your own Personality 
is adapted from the book by 
Prof Eysenck and Dr Glenn 
Wilson. Are you extroverted or 
introverted? How emotionally 
stable are you? Are you tough 
or tenderminded? These are all 
areas covered by the 200 
questions, 
Know your own Psi-q assess- 

es your psychic ability with a 
series of tests and games. 
Master Mind and Quizmaster 
follow the format of the BBC 
Mastermind TV. series, while 
Star Seeker and Solar ‘System 
Will teach you about astronomy, 

Prices are £9.95 for cassette 
and £12.95 for dise. 

Mirrorsoft, Holborn 
London ECIP 1DQ 

Lower prices 
3. Morrison (Micros) has 
announced that all its games 
will now cost £3.95, while 
utilities will retail at £7.95, with 
the exception of Zip (£3.95). 

New titles include Lasergates, 
‘Skyjoust and Starfighter for the 

Circus, 

Dragon: Jellybones and 
Nightflight for the 
Commodore, and The Old 
House, Knight Errant, Haunted 
House’ and Scramble for the 
Sharp. Commodore utilities 
include Edasm, BasicPlus, 
Spritemaster and Zip. 

J. Morrison (Micros), 4 Rein 
Gdns, Tingley, W Yorks WF3 
UR 

Activision has launched eight 
cassettes on the Spectrum. They 
are Beamrider, Enduro, 
HERO, Pitfall II," River Raid, 
Space Shuttle, Zenji and The 
Designer's Pencil. 

Each will cost £7.99, with the 
exception of Pitfall It (£8.99) 
and The Designer's Pencil 
(£9.99). 
“Spectrum owners will be 

pleasantly surprised at the 
sophistication and long-term 
entertainment value to be had 
from our first Sinclair titles)” 
said Geoff Heath, Activision's 

UK managing director. 
The Designer’s Pencil a 

Programmable pencil which 
operates by joystick, and 
Virtually eliminates computer 
control and complex program- 
ming design. 

Activision, c/o Ray Hodges 
Assocs, 5/7 Forlease Rd, 
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 IRP 

Polish_up_your English with 
Micro English: ‘O” level English 
Language on your computer. 
New from Ludinski Comput- 

er-assisted Learning, Micro 
English could help you revise or 
study on your own, and consists 
of 24 easy to use programs on 
disc or cassette for BBC/ 
Electron. 

At £24.50, the pack consists 
of two discs, or program, plus 
audio cassette. The audio 
cassette is intended to help you 
communicate verbally and in 
written form with your tutor, 
the computor. 

More than 580 questions are 
featured and can be answered as 
multiple choice or normal 
questions. 
LCL, 26 Avondale Ave, 
Staines, Middx 

A. staggering total of 8,192 
screen locations is claimed by 
Taskset for its new release, 
Cadcam Warrior. Scheduled 
for launch in mid November, 
the game will cost £9.95 on 
cassette and £12.95 on disc. 

Pre-launch promises include 
“intricate detail... long lasting 
interest... extremely high 
quality” What you have to do is 
find your way to. Cadcam 
Control and your rate of 
progress depends not only on 
your ability to destroy your 
opponents and clear all 
obstacles, but also your speed. 
Each game is claimed to be 
slightly different from any 
other. 
Taskset, 13 High St, Bridling- 
ton YOI6 4PR 

We have lift- 
Off! 

First prize in a nationwide 
competition for schools 
five-day trip to the United 
States for a team of three 
students and their teacher. 
Highlight of the trip will be the 
chance to witness a scheduled 
shuttle launch from the J.F. 
Kennedy space centre in 
Florida, Miami. Also on the 
agenda is a visit to the EPCOT 
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city of the future in Orlando. 
‘The competition, The CUB 

British Schools ‘Computer 
Challenge, is being sponsored 
by Microvitec. It's aimed at 
secondary schools and the Rt. 
Hon. Kenneth Baker MP has 
expressed his support. “A 
challenge for schools of this 
kind will undoubtedly help 
build upon the considerable 
enthusiasm for the use of 
computers in education which 
has developed over the last few 
years)’ he said. 

Microvitec managing director 
Tony Martinez said: “We feel 
our success, coming only four 
years after the company's 
formation, is due in no small 
measure to our performance in 
the educational sector of the 
computer market in which 92 
per cent of all schools are 
equipped with our CUB colour 
monitors. The competition is 
our way of acknowledging such 
support!” 
Mr Martinez went on to talk 

of a challenge between British 
and American schools, possibly 
in 1986, Upper age limit for the 
competition is 16 and entry 
forms will be distributed shortly 
before the preliminary rounds 
begin in November. 

Microvitec, Futures Way, Boll- 
ing Rd, Bradford BD4 7TU 

We have lift-off! 

Adventures 
from books 

The Nomad of Time, The Saga 
of Erik the Viking’ and The 
Stainless Steel Rat Saves the 
World are the titles of three 
new adventures from Mosaic 
Publishing. 

Adapted from books, the 
games feature striking ‘inlay 
cards which look more like 
book covers than software 
inlays. 

The Saga of Erik the Viking 
runs on the Spectrum, BBC and 
‘Commodore and costs £9.95 for 
a boxed pack with booklet and 
cassette, Based on the book by 
Terry Jones, of Monty Python 
fame, it has over 200 locations, 
each illustrated. The game was 
written by Level 9 Computing, 

The Nomad of Time is based 
on Michael Moorcock’s Oswald 
Bastable series and runs on the 
Commodore, Price: £9.95, 

‘The Stainless Steel Rat was 
written by Shards Software, as 
was the Nomads of Time, and 
runs on the Commodore. Your 
mission is to travel through time 
to save the world, 

Mosaic Publishing, 187 Upper 
St, Islington, London NI IRQ 



Graphics 
From front page 

used to stock up the Christmas 
card shop. 

Jane Fairbank of Compunet, 
one of the judges, said: “The 
new system is graphically very 
exciting. We have the whole set 
of Commodore graphics to 
use!” She added: ‘The idea 
came from the Compunet 
Jungle. That is the area where 
anyone can upload!’ She said 
that the standard was very high 
indeed, 

Sue Neville of Compunet 
said: “Compunet is always 
looking for new designers and 
any frames used on the system 
will be paid for.’ 

Jane Fairbank said that 
Compunet also plans other 
competitions for the future but 
details of these have not yet 
been finalised. She said: ‘The 
system is terrifically interactive 
so the idea for a competition 
was fairly obvious.” 

Closing date for all entries is 
December 14th. The competi- 
tion is open to anyone who 
owns or who has access to the 
system and is not just for 
computer buffs. **Wi 
looking for good, original 
images, some of which may be 
quite abstract’” said one of the 
judges. 

Compunet Teleservices Ltd, 
Metford Hse, 15/18 Clipstone 
‘St, London WIP SES 

From front page 

it should be played between 
lunch and tea-time on a 
‘Sunday. The game can be saved 
to tape and the board packed 
away, so that play can be 
resumed at a later time. 

Mr Bozeat said: “*The purest 
form of design is airplanes. I'm 
a military aircraft enthusiast — 
I’m not a warmonger but I love 
going to air shows, The Harrier 
is the most remarkable aircraft 
there has ever been. It’s so 
elegant, I wish I'd designed it?” 

He continued: “I don’t feel 
like a software author. To me, 
the computer is a tool!” Mr 
Bozeat thought up the game 
before the home computer had 
become popular, and originally 
the scoring was by peg and hole 
cribbage board. Then, in 1983 
the family bought a Spectrum 
and realised that there was an 
alternative to laborious scorin; 

Miles Bozeat realised that his 
game now had commercial 
potential and Tony Morris was 
asked to write the program to 
accompany the game. ATRAM 
is professionally packaged and 

marketed and Websters has 
agreed to act as distributors. 

Said Mr Bozeat: ‘When 
using the computer as a 
database advising options, 
computing results and updating 
status, the machine is at its best, 
a reliable, very capable and 
friendly’ tool assisting 
imaginative and inventive 
competitors to pit their wits, 
plan their strategies and steel 
their nerve as they try to 
overwhelm the opposition 

Miles Bozeat also believes 
that with ATRAM the piracy 
problem has been licked, since 
the program is useless without 
the board and pieces. 
AMSTRAD (£19.95) is being 

converted for the Commodore 
64, and will be launched in the 
United States. American and 
British forces both have 
Harriers, and that’s the reason 
why allied countries are battling 
it out — not that Mr Bozeat 
knows something that we don’t! 
“It’s no accident that the game 
is a competition between British 
and Americans;’ said Mr 
Bozeat. *“There’s nothing like a 
bit of friendly rivalry!” 

Websters, Curzon Hse, Middle- 
ton Est, Guildford, Surrey GU2 
SXW 

Making music 
Commodore is releasing its 
music package, Music Maker, 
which will enable you to use 
your micro as a musical 
instrument. 

Included in the price — 
£29.95 — is software, a 
songbook and tutorial material, 
as well as a 24-key piano style 
keyboard to fit. over your 
computer keyboard. 

ight built-in voices simulate 
guitar, piano and  synthesiser 
and different modes can be 
selected. You can create a range 
‘of rhythms, from waltz to 
disco, and’ play three-note 
chords. 

Single step input means that 
notes can be input using either 
notes or letters. 

Commodore, 1 Hunters Way, 
Weldon, Corby, Northants 
NNI7 10X 

Nordic Keyboards, the 
company which took over 
Fuller Micro Systems after it 
went into liquidation, has 
announced the launch of the 
FDS Executive, a replacement 
keyboard for the Spectrum. 
The keyboard will be officially 
launched at ECC Micromarket 
at Wembley. 

Fuller — under new management 

John Gray, joint mi 
director of Nordic, sai 
believe it’s a winner. It's 
technically sound and_reason- 
ably priced at £59.95, Far from 
being a re-vamped design, the 
Executive allows the user to 
plug the Spectrum straight into 
the keyboard without having to 
unscrew the Spectrum case!” 

Nordic is reported to be 
spending thousands of pounds 
in the promotion of the 
Executive and new packaging 
and clearer instructions are 

Quest for the 
holy grail 

Melbourne House's latest 
release is Sir Lancelot, “a 
stunning new arcade game for 
the 16K Spectrum;” according 
to pre-release publicity. 

You are Sir Lancelot on the 
quest for the holy grail, Perils 
you encounter include birds and 
dogs, as well as offbeat figures 
like Pacman, bouncing balls 
and a cooking pot with legs. 

Once you get to the castle you 
must coilect all the items in éach 
of 24 rooms before moving on 
to reach the treasure. 

You have four life restorers 
to help you. At £5.95, Sir 
Lancelot will of course ruin on 
both 16K and 48K Spectrums. 

Melbourne House, Castle Yard 
Hse, Richmond, Surrey 

Wacky games 
Micromega has now launched 
two new releases — Jasper and 
Jin Genii 

Jasper, at £6.95 for the 
Spectrum, is a “‘cartoon-style 
arcade adventure’ with 22 
screens. Collect objects for use 
later on. The story depicts 
Jasper the rat making his way 
through the jungle — and 
Micromega assures us it’s 
wacky. 

Micromega warns that clever 
planning, quick thinking and 
accurate control are your key to 
success, rather than sheer 
reaction speed. 

essential features. 
Mr Gray stressed: *‘Although 

we have acquired the Fuller 
trademark because we didn’t 
want to lose the identity, we 
would stress that we didn’t take 
on the delivery and service 
problems which the old 
company had. We are building 
stocks of all the products and 
can deliver in three days!” 

Nordic Keyboards, Unit 13, 
Randals Rd, Knowsley Ind Est, 
Prescott, Merseyside 

Jinn Genie, for the Commo- 
dore 64 at £8,95, is a four-phase 
game set in Arabia. You must 
free the Golden City from Ifreet, 
the Genie, Said Neil Hooper, 
general manager of Micromega: 
“Having firmly established 
ourselves in. the Spectrum 
market, it’s our intention now 
to provide Commodore owners 
with games of equal quality. 

He went on: ‘We have been 
looking for the right game for 
a while, and Jinn Genie is 
definitely the one. We also hope 
to produce more for the 
Commodore in the near future 

including some possible 
conversions of our Spectrum 
successes!” 

Micromega, Personal Systems 
and Software, 230-236 Laven- 
der Hill, London SW1I ILE 

Mastertronic has announced the 
release of four new games: two 
are conversions of Commodore 
64 games to the Spectrum. 

Starace, a new game for the 
‘Commodore, has you in charge 
of a space fighter ship battling 
through four galaxies to find 
the planet which will be your 
new home. Aliens, asteroids 
and fireballs are a few of the 
hazards in your way. 

Challenger, new for the BBC, 
features you as destroyer of 
aliens and quads, Be careful 
that you don’t run out of fuel. 

Space Walk and BNX Racers 
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have now been converted for 
the Spectrum, and Mastertronic 
states that improvements and 
refinements have been made. 

Mastertronic, Park Lorne, III 
Park Rd, London NW8 7JL 

The road to 
Galilee 

Shards Software has been 
looking to the Bible for 
inspiration for one of 
Christmas titles: Galilee, for the 
Spectrum. This text adventure 
with graphics is set in the heart 
of the countryside around the 
Sea of Galiiee in the first 
century. Written by the Rev. 
Peter Goodlad, author of 
Jericho Road, the game has 
been thoroughly researched. 
Price: £5.75. 

Also from Shards: Empire, 
now on the Commodore 64 
(£6.95), The COM empire is 
your foe, and you must strive to 
destroy ‘its forces before it 
¢onquers the world. You are on 
the defensive: your enemy is 
both ruthless and aggressive, 
but you can save the day if you 
make full use of cunning and 
tactics. You begin with an equal 
number of territories and the 
fight is played out on a map of 
the world, with six. scrolling 
continent maps and eight levels 
of difficulty. 

The Pettigrew Chronicles 
have also been released by 
Shards for the Commodore and 
Spectrum, at £9.95, This is an 
“epic four-part adventure, 
designed to appeal to the whole 
family;’ according to Shards. 

Shards, Ste G, Roycraft Hse, 15 
Linton Rd, Barking, Essex 

Compudesk is the name of a 
new workstation which comes 
to you ready for assembly. 
Your _keyboard_sits_on_glide 

Jagger's Compudesk workstation 
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runners and you can slide it 
away once youve finished using 
it. There's enough room to 
store up to 200 discs, while 
optional doors provide extra 
security. 

The Compudesk stands 1269 
mm high, and is 915 by 300 
mm. You can choose either teak 
or rosewood finish. The 
Compudesk ranges in_price 
from £58.99 to £75.99 
depending on additional extras, 
but post and package costs are 
extra, 

Jagger, Forge Lane, Canal Rd, 
Leeds LS12 2PS 

Service with 
a smile? 

Chalksoft now provides various 
services as well as educational 
software. You can swop a 
Chalksoft cassette in a part- 
exchange for a disc, if you 
return it in its original 
packaging with a cheque for £5. 

Chalksoft also guarantees 
replacement of faulty software 
free of charge, if returned 
within 28 days ‘together with 
your proof of purchase. After 
the 28 days have elapsed, 
Chalksoft will replace your’ 
defective program at a cost of 
£5, 

Sampler discs are now 
available for teachers’ use; each 
disc contains partial review 
copies of 10 or more programs, 
and costs £5, and Chalksoft has 
also. published its accessories 
catalogue. 

Chalksoft, 37 Willowslea Rd, 
Worcester WR3 70P 

Pint-sized 
vacuum 
cleaner 

Here’s a novel idea: a vacuum 
cleaner for your computer — 
the Minivac. This miniature 
cleaner_runs_on_a_nine-volt 
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Hand-sized Mini-vac from O & S Photographic 
battery or 240-volt adaptor and 
“uses true vacuum cleaner 
action to remove minute 
particles and collect them in a 
cloth bag, unlike compressed 
air blowers which simply bl 
the pollutants into the ait 
according to O & S Photo: 
graphic, 
Two lens-quality fine brush 

vacuum heads and a vacuum 

cleaner, and you can use a 
separate attachment to convert 
it to a blower. 

Not only is it useful for 
removing dust on your key- 
board ana monitor screen, it 
can also come in handy when 
removing carbon dust and 
paper created during printing. 

O & S Photographic, South 
bag are supplied with the | Block, The Maltings, Saw- 

bridgeworth, Herts 

Low cost arcade game which features 10 

plotter/ 
printer 

Due for November release by 
Datafax: the Sakata SCP-800 
colour plotter/printer, which is 
capable of handling A4 paper as 
well as a 210 mm paper roll. 
The printer/plotter costs 
approximately £206 and is 
compatible with most home 
computers — BBC, Spectrum, 
QL, Electron, Commodore 64, 
VIC-20 and Gi 

The SCP-800 is supplied 
together with a manual, and has 
the facility to supply screen 
dumps on Spectrum or BBC. 
Datafax was appointed as 
a Sakata distributor in 
September, and this is the first 
new product to be released since 
then. Datafax claims that the 
plotter/printer is of high quality 
and offers you tremendous 
versatility for graphics and 
listings. 

Datafax, Datafax Hse, Bounty 
Rd, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 

Scramble 
for your 
Amstrad 

Kuma has announced the 
release of its sixth title in 
Amstrad range: Star Avengers. 
The game is a Scramble-type 

scenarios. You're in charge on 
each level. You have the choice 
of five stages of difficulty, 
but be warned — they start 
at difficult and. progress to 
virtually impossible! 

Jon Day, Kuma sales 
manager, Said: '*We're 
delighted with this version. It's 
a challenging high speed game 
and makes excellent use of the 
Amstrad’s graphics and sound 
capabilities. Star Avengers is 
a sure winner and we are 
confident that it will rapidly 
become the number one game 
on the Amstrad?” 

Star Avengers costs £6.95. 

Kuma, 12 Horseshoe Park, 
Pangbourne RG8 7JW 

Late news 
Henry’s House, Soldier of 
Fortune and Witchswitch are 
three new releases from English 
Software. All for the Commo- 
dore 64, this trio feature 
Pavloda 'Fast-Load. Henry's 
House has a royal flavour and 
involves little Henry romping 
through his new abode. Price: 
£8.95. Soldier of Fortune is 
arcade adventure (£7.95) while 
Witchswitch (£8.95) is a race 
against time to save a village 
from destruction by molten 
lava, 

English Software, Box 43, Man- 
chester M60 3AD 



IT’S WHAT YOU’VE 
BEEN 

WAITING FOR ... 
“Domark’s first venture is fun and the best I’ve 
played” Editor, T.V. GAMER 

“Never seen anything like it” SUNDAY TIMES. 

“Even if you don’t win the £25,000, the game is 
definitely worth playing and will give you 
plenty of fun doing so” Editor, GAMES COMPUTING. 

“Game for a lot” DAILY MIRROR. 

“In this World’s oft fruitless search for value for 
money, a new software package from Domark 
shouldn’t be ignored” your SPECTRUM. 

EW eKGHA 
IS HERE 

ENJOY YOUR SEARCH FOR THE SECRET TELEPHONE NUMBER 



Over 100 
copies of 
Kokotoni 
Wilf by 

to be won 
If you own a Spectrum or 

Commodore 64 then you can 
enter our free competition. 
You could win a personalised 
copy of Elite's best-seller — 

Kokotoni Wilf 
Kokotoni Wilf is the first release 

from Elite Systems and is currently 
doing very well in the software 

This week's competition is 
based on the best-selling 
game Kokotoni Wilf by Elite 
Systems. 

charts. Elite has already planned its 
second and third titles which will be 
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games based upon two popular TV 
series: The Fall Guy and The Dukes 
of Hazzard. 

Kokotoni Wilf is available for the 
‘Spectrum 48K and the Commodore 
64 so our competition is open to 
‘most computer owners. The hero of 
the adventure is Kokotoni Wilf and 
his mission is to seek the lost 
fragments of the legendary Dragon 
Amulet. The pieces are strewn 
throughout time and with the help 
of the great magician Ulrich, Wilf is 
able to pass from one time Zone to 
another to carry out his quest 

Wilf starts his adventure in the 
dangerous cra of dinosaurs, 
millions of years before man 
walked the earth. When he has 
collected the parts of the amulet 
which are to be found in this age, 
Ulrich the old magician opens a 
glowing portal in time, and Wilf 
[passes through to the next stage of 
his journey where the Vikings are 
terrorising the peoples of Europe. 
There are plenty of perils in the 
{ater time zones too, including such 
hostile adversaries as alien robots 

‘An added advantage that Wilf 
has over the average hero is that he 
is endowed with a pair of wings 
which gives him a much better 
chance against the many foes he has 
to face. 

Kokotoni Wilf is a multiscreen 
arcade/adventure game with more 
than 60 screens, and Wilf can travel 
through six different time zones so 
there’s plenty of variety. All the 
screens feature hi-resolution back- 
grounds, 

The competition format is rather 
different this week from our usual 
wordsquare or spot the difference 
style. The idea of this is to get you 
involved! in the game which is on 
offer. 

The problem which you have to 
solve is mathematical but don't 
worry if maths isn’t your strong 
point — we give you some helpful 
{ips to nudge your thinking in the 
right direction. 

So have a go and good luck 
The Competition 

Kokotoni Wilf is standing on a hill 
fand in the distance he can sce a 
crossroad. At the centre of this 
crossroad lies a piece of the Dragon 
Amulet which Wilf must retrieve 
There are four roads leading from 
the hill to the crossroads and Wilf 

must decide which is the best one to 
take so he can reach the fragment 
of the amulet in the shortest 
possible time. 
Road A: This road is 2.7 km long 

Dut it is quite steep so Wilf can 
only travel at 5.9 km per hour, 

Road B: This road is 2.9 km long 
but less steep so Wilf can travel 
at 6.2 km per hour 

Road C: This road is 3.7 km long but is easy going and Wilf can 
travel at 8 km per hour. 

Road D: This is the shortest road 
and is only 1.4 km long but Wilf 
can only travel at 3 km per hour 
as it is over difficult terrain, 
You must decide which route 

Wilf must take to recover the piece 
of the amulet as quickly as possible. 

For those of you whose brains 
find mental arithmetic a particular 
strain, remember: speed divided by 
distance equals time. 

How to enter 
Study the problem carefully and 
when you have arrived at a solution 
fill in the entry coupon and seal it in 
an envelope. Remember to write on 
the back of the envelope which rod 
you think Kokotoni Wilf should 
take, 

Post your entry to Kokotoni Wilf 
Competition, Home Computing 
Weekly, No. 1, Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB. Entries close at 
first post on Friday November 16, 
1984, 

‘You may enter as many times as 
you wish, but each entry must be on. 
an official coupon — not a copy — 
and sealed in separate envelope. 
Important: please follow carefully 
the guidelines on entering — 
incomplete coupons and entries 
without the solution on the back 
cannot be considered. If you are a 
winner, the coupon will be used as a 
label 10 send your prize so clear 
writing is essential 

The rules 
Eniries will not be accepied from 
employees of Argus Specialist Publica 
‘dons, Elite Systems and Alabaster Pas 
more & Sons. This restriction also applies 
to employees’ families and agents Of Uhe 
‘companies 

"The How to Enter section forms part 
of the rules 



ask Spectrum 
£7.99 

Activision, 15 Harley Hse, 
Marylebone St, London NW1 

black mark for not being able to 
redefine the keyboard. Another 
black mark because the ‘up’ key 
is shown as ‘Z'; a misprint, it 
should be '2". 

1 have no idea how many 
variations there are, because 1 
didn’t get far, I always ran out of, 
time. 

Althugh it takes getting used 
to, I don’t think you play this 
game, you experience it. It's 
worth adding to your collection 

Words do not easily spring to 
mind when trying to describe this 
‘game, for I have seen none like it 
before. It's a maze game, but 
what a maze game! You have to 
build the maze yourself. 

Reading the enclosed leaflet, I 
got the impression that the idea 
stems from a philosophical if you like a game that makes you 
approach to life. The player is think. B. 
advised to beware desires, and 
illusions. Further, the object is to instructions 0% 
make an unbroken path to the playability 100% 
Source, learning lessons on the graphics 90% 
way, otherwise you lose your value for money 95% 
head, with only four 
incarnations in reserve. 

‘The game starts with a choice 
of keyboard or joysticks, and a 

zkkewex x 

Incentive, $4 London St, 
ling RGI 4SQ 

Read- 

| Deep within Vran’s Temple you 
jset forth on the Final Mission... 
ican you outwit the wandering 
slime, the five gate guardians, or 
leven’ Vran_ himself?” 1 was 
iteminded of these words, from 
ithe cassette inlay, when'I was 
idevoured by the slime after 
scoring 36% of this adventure. 

The Final Mission is the last. 
ladventure in the Ket trilogy. 1 
had not seen the previous ones, 
so 1 was quite keen to get stuck 
into this one and give a good 
laccount of myself. 

The excellent, initial hi-res 
Ji screen leads one’ to believe that 

this is goin, to be a graphic!” 
adventure with lots of pretty 
pictures, but this is not the case. 
In the 36% I saw, it was text 
‘only. 

k 4 ‘One excellent aspect of this 
tape, is that it features power 

load, so it’s not long before you 
are playing the game. The usual 
ladventure commands are present} 
jand interpretation, of human 
input is good. It’s very user 
friendly in its attempts to 
understand you and it poses 
some interesting problems. It’s a picture of Bogey (Hum- 

T must work out how to defeat. "my Phrey Bogart), complete with 
the slime... M.B.. that and raincoat, and he is 

y illuminated by a ‘sort of art 
" instructions 90% nouveau globe lampshade. 
playability 90% The hi-res screen was, for me, 
graphics N/AI the most memorable moment in 

Pesoft Concern, PO Box 65, 
#5 Warwick CV34 43Y 

te Initially one is most impressed by 
resolution screen at the 

beginning of this adventure tape. 

value for money this text-only, spy-thriller based, 
Kk adventure game. 

Your objective is to penetrate 
a KCB stronghold and get into 

HL} the code room to discover the 
secret code, 

Having discovered the secret, 
you quickly write to Soft 
‘Concern Ltd, and if a are the 

) aT 

Adventure 
assortment 
A wide variety of adventure 
games to get your brain 

‘§ working. There's excitement 
and laughs in this batch 

Dragonstar Crystal. 
I didn’t feel tempted* to sit 

for hours trying to unravel 
jonstar’s secrets. Perhaps 

it’s just me, but it doesn’t match 
other adventures I've seen. 

Presenting the user wi 
series of hurdles loosely linked 
by descriptions relies overwhelm- 
ingly on his desire to beat the 
programmer. For me this is not 
enough. 

The best adventures should 
surround you in a land of 
fantasy, draw you with an 
intriguing plot, challenge you to 
defeat willy foes, whilst holding 
your attention by rewarding you 
‘with a little success, and perhaps. 
wit. Very few do DM. 

Delta 4, The Sheili 
‘Swanmore, Hants 

» This is a three part all-text 
adventure written with the Quill. 
Set in the quasi-medievai 
Dungeons and Dragons era, the 
uest is three-fold. 

First, find the princess held 
captive by a dragon, and rescue 
her by defeating him. She guides 
you to the Lake of Fire. 

‘After loading the second part, 
you find yourself at its southern instructions 50% 
‘edge with a new quest; to find the playability 90% 
Golden Key of Seven. graphics N/A 

That done, a message is value for money 100% 
revealed which launches you on 
the final conquest of the Dark 
‘One, and the destruction of the 

kkk & 

Delta 4, The Sheiling, New Rd, 
Swanmore, Hants SO3 2PE 

‘A Quilled all-text adventure’ 
to make you laugh! And it 
works, Humour comes in many 
varieties; this is the wry, sly in-| 
Jjoke kind. 

Via a very classy re-defined| 
character set, you  arel 
transported to London, the Holy) 
City. From there, a variety of 

“abuses and coaches take you all 
over the country to different 
‘well-known software houses. 

There you meet not only the! 
authors, often described in less 
than complimentary terms, but 
characters and situations from) 
their programs. The latter prove} 
very difficult to get out of 

Perhaps the most amusing 
thing about this program, to my} 
perverse sense of humour, is the 
‘way in which the code transfers, 
you in one fell swoop from| 
Hampshire to America, or from 
the south coast to Spain! And 
why not? 

‘There is one snag with ‘in’ 
H/F} numour. You have to be ‘in’ to 

appreciate it! As a result, a 
market is assured with the staff 
of Melbourne House, Automata 
and Dream, though north of 

ford sales could be a little 
If you're a software freak, 

id know the personalities 
involved, you'll enjoy this. D.M. 

first with the solution, 
collect £2,500. 

The adventure game itself is a 
competent rendering, but the 
lack of a cursor, for human 
input, I found most annoying. 
‘You would expect the high price’ 
tag of £8.95 to include a free’ 
cursor. 

Perhaps the exorbitant price is. 
to cover the cost of having the 
cassette inlay printed in Russian 
and to pay out the prize money 

you 

instructions 90% 
playability 70% | instructions 50% 
‘graphics 30% | playability 90% 
value for money 50% graphics N/A 

value for money 100% xk Ema ree 

e 

/ ae 
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Llamasoft, 49 Mount Pleasant, 
Tadley, Hants RG26 6BN 

This is the latest outpouring of 
Jeff Minter — the man they all 
hhate but love to copy. It follows 
‘on from the last two games and 
luses characters from both. Our 
hero is a half-man half-goat who 
travels through 100 rooms 
arranged in a ten by ten array. 
You are given a map with the 
game and the status lines on the 
laying screen give further help. 

So what makes this game 
different? Initially there are no 
exits in any of the rooms. You 
must create them by zapping the 
weird inhabitants of the rooms. 
The rooms have an odd system 
of gravity enabling you to stand 
fon any wall. Jumping from wall 
to wall is a challenge in itself. 

Imessages. You collect @ word or: 
‘group of words appearing at the’ 
‘end of each screen. Eight screens 
igive the full sentence and there 
jare six sentences, one for each 
skill level, 

The options include: the 
choice of painter and skill level * 
jand. number. of joysticks. 
choice of painter involves “Sex 
select’: This only refers to the 
choice of a male or female name 
land a corresponding figure on 
the screen. 

‘You guide your painter around. 
ithe house painting each room as 
he passes’ through. There | 
ladders and lifts to help you to 

U 

ach floor. You must avoid 
“Mjgetting squashed by the lift or| 
f ‘knocked down by a flying paint! 

cin. 
4 Each screen has more 

lobstacles to frustrate you. The| 
‘graphics. are good, The sound 
track plays extracts from the 
[Nutcracker Suite and is well 
lexecuted. The sound effects can 
‘help, especially when the lights] 
jare out and you can’t see the 
walls, 

Overall, a nice game, which 
tended, unfortunately, to| 

|Nbecome boring. MLW. 

{instructions 
lease of use 
jgraphics 
'value for money 

xx k k ’ 
gees F333 

—_~ 

You need different strategies 
for different rooms and must 
collect camels to progress. One 
nasty is Rory the guinea-pig. 
Shoot him at your peril. 
Srapically “meagan is 

i ble and the provision of 
Help" for every ‘room. ist 

major advance. The soundtrack 
consists of jungle drums and 
adds to the excitement. 

Buy it, you really can’t afford 
to miss this beauty. MW. 
instructions 95% 
ease of use 93% 
graphics 95% 
value for money 100% 

xk kk * 

High Noon 
CBM 64 £7.90 

‘Ocean, Ocean Hse, 8 Central St, 
Manchester M2 SNS. 

This is a shoot-em-down game 
with a difference. You are the 
sheriff in a frontier town and 
judging by the number of villains 
it's a full time job. 

The game uses Nova-load and 
you are serenaded by Gilbert & 
Sullivan's A Policeman's Lot 
giving you a foretaste of things 
to come. You are then thrown 
into the game, patrolling the 
main street, shooting the baddies 
before they rob the bank or run 
off with the saloon girls, They 
also try to shoot you. 

‘The main street comprises of 
the sheriff's office andj 
saloon, bank, hotel and unde 
taker’s, all nicely drawn. 
Whenever you kill a baddie, 
Rigor Mortis, the undertaker, 

Five for the 
64 

Great games for your 
Commodore 64 whic! 

from decorating your home to 
gun-fighting in the wild west 

Statesoft, Bessemer Dr, Steven- screens behave differently each 
age, Heris time. After four screens there 

playable intermission, but I can’ 
is a real winner. from comment on these since I haven't 

stateside and as such should managed to reach one. 
carry health warnings since it is The graphics are first class and 
likely to keep you up all night the animation and movement of 
and severely tax your blood rocks are positively Newtonian. 
Pressure and patience. This game surpasses all of its 

You must guide Rockford genre and is in a class of it’s own. 
underground searching for This is a must for your games 

MW. 

=. 

Jewels and avoiding falling rocks collection. 
which have a habit of crushing 
him. If you collect enough jewels instructions 
and find the exit, you progress to case of use 
the next level. graphics 

It’s not as easy as you think value for money 

kKaeenkr 
since it is easy to_end up 
squashed or trapped. There are 
sixteen caves with five skill 
levels. You can start at any one 
of five caves. Each has different 
features and you must develop 

tactics for each. Some new 
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950% 
95% 
95% 
95% 

dashes out and drags the body 
away. He seems immune to the 
effects of gunfire. If you are 
shot, he drags you away. 

Should you survive the first 
wave, you have a shoot-out for 
bonus points. Subsequent levels 
have riders on horseback and 
men with dynamite. 

Jn all, nicely executed with 
good graphics and sound effect. 
If you feel like emulating Gary 
Cooper, you can do a lot worse 
than buy this. MW. 

instructions 90% 
ease of use 90% 
graphics 90% 
value for money 90% 

kk Kk 

Pilot-Plus/64 
CBM 74 £29.95 

John Wiley & Sons, Baffins La,| 
‘Chichester, Sussex POI9 1UD. 

‘At last, new language pack are appearing for the 64. This 
package is a nice implementation’ 
of Pilot. Pilot is a language 
developed for computer assisted 
learning, and as such is of value 
to teachers and educationalists, 

This package offers Pilot with 
ja range of extensions for the use 
fof the 64's sound and other 
features. Hi-resolution graphics 
are not directly available, but 
low resolution plotting 
offered. ‘Overall the package! 
loffers the features of BASIC! 
[plus a lot more. A good feature is 
ithe editor which includes. bi- 
directional scrolling and many 
tool kit commands. 

‘One bizarre aspect is that using. 
two simple commands you can 
alternate between Pilot and 
BASIC, each editor supporting 
it’s own language. Hence if you 
wish to enter a hybrid Pilot/) 
BASIC program’ you must] 
remember to switch to the right 
leditor at the right time. A little! 
confusing, but works well 
jenough. 

Overall, an excellent package 
giving a flexible and useful high- 
evel language, This is enhanced 
by the al 

highly recommend it. 4 wv. 

instructions 95% 
ease of use 85% 
display NVA 
value for money 

kKakaekk 



fhey came trot 
2 lost city ofan 



Slow down! Endless « colun sumber, || This week we start a regulai 
When listing a program on lives POKEing any number into feature —a Page of helpful pussible to alow down ihe | Hetes tp for those who | s"poxe 10e,s-PoxE «x2, || AUWICe from readers and Fol possible to slow down the | Sre"‘ired “ot having. shoet flury of leters and figures | ftines or ‘who want hign | MZPOKE 633.131 6 the |! Feaders. Write in to us and belprossiog thecCTRY key . I's for the BBC B's is hig Me osam I Bes | Fane by Acomor. | petal neyceees || Sare your discoveries with 

This lows the listing ate | ress break easily be inctuded in your || Others — there's a software Pareto 8 speed here 13 type PAGE = &3C00 2’ Dunstal, Shorcam-by- || PYIZE For the star letter eact 
the program more easly, | $ID 1 oqD “planet | Se week oe is erally ety (return) 
When searching throug 
long programs, When loaded Colourful PSET. only the colour available in Wilien ‘writing a joystick | When Dragon 80 COLOUR B GRe7 canbe produced: program for the Commo- | 4 fine:150?&276B W LINE (0.2+1)4256, | Using the appropriate SET dore 64 tis posible to have mee ss This program enables | | Z.+1), PSET COLOUR’ or POKE keyboard control as. well. i ve | Dragon users to. mix commands these colours Ten ack ing | 5.20W RUN it and you have 10 EXEC41194:GOTO10 | can be changed accordingly. ved by using | 90'tives) different colours on the hi- 
the joys Port one. ‘ res screen. You input two: James Harrison, Quorn, ‘Simply write the program a5 | p Evans, Edwinstowe, Notts | colours and then the | Andrew J Garvey, Middx | Leics if just writing for a joystick. computer mixes them by de keys which work in drawing lines alternately in lace of the joystick (port each colour. The 
bine only) are as follows: POKES OM | command in line 110 waits Three 2 vie-20 tla key is pressed and then colours on Joystick Key Com- returns to start, mixing two move % annd | Here is a list of POKE | Sitter “6 Atari 

up 1 up | commands which may be o Did you know that the down arrow key down | useful to VIC-20 users. Atari can produce three right 2 right | * SYS 64802 or SYS 64824 | 10 clears screen different colours in left CTRL left _| reset the computer 20 inputs number for first | graphics mode 0? Well, it fire space fire | * POKE 650,128 makes al colour can after you set up a keys repeat 30 inputs number for | display list. involving 
Andrew Clarke, Warwick- | * This short routine knocks second colour ANTIC — that virtually shire ‘out the runstop and restore | 49 sets up hi-res screen | unknown super graphics 

keys: ‘50 loop for number of lines | chip which is found in all 
10 on 788,194: ra sets first colour English Ataris. inocks out runstop key | 79 draws lines in first | After the following code WIE piano | 2 PoKE 792.91:FOKE | ” colour hasbeen entered. your keys 793,255:REM knocks | 80 sets second colour screen will turn black and ‘out restore key 90 draws lines one pixel in | any characters on the screen ‘Typing in long programs | © This routine prevents the | front of previous line | will become messy splurges 

can be a dreary business. So | program from being listed: | 100 loop back for next line | of colour. This is because here’s a short program to | 0 REM (shifted L} 110 waits for key depres- |each character has been solve that problem and | * POKE 22,35 prevents pro- | sion, then GOTO start | divided in 4 x 8 matrix, make typing a joy. rather than 8 x 8. ‘When this program is run 
the READY sign should IKE 803,0 | This is the program: 10 DL.=PEEK(S60) + PEEK appear after about two | prevents saving of program. (361)"256-44 
seconds. Now try pressing a | Return to_ normal with | 10 CLS 20 FOR 1=2 TO 24:POKE few keys. Yes, the VIC is | POKE 802,243:POKE 803, |20 INPUT “FIRST | DL+1,4:NEXT I now a piano and the 23 
thing is the program itself | * POKE 9,x when x=0 to By rearranging the does not use up any of the | 21 positions cursor along a formation of the pixels 3.5K which you need for | line within each GR.4 pixel, the your own programs. * You can also position the three default colours can be If you want to stop this } cursor with this routine 50 _FORZ=0 TO 192 | produced. program then press STOP | 10 POKE 201,Y:REMY= |” sTEp2 As there are only four + RESTORE, and to | row number 6 COLOUR A possible pixel arrangements 
return type SYS672. 20 POKE 202,X:REM X= | 70 LINE (0,Z)-(256,Z), | within each GR.4 pixel, 

'8@ FORI=8T044 
I9@ READA: POKE672+1,A 
400 NEXTI 
110 S¥S672:NEW 
198 DATA12@, 169, 176. 141, 20.3, 169.2. 141,21,3,98,96.0,8.0 sade Son SE 
148 DATAI6S, 197, 201,64, 240,12,9,192,141,12, 144.169, 15.141,14,144 ||lto us at Home ‘Computing 
1158 DATAZ@8, 8,173.14, 144,240,3,206, 14, 144,76, 191,234 Weekly, No.1 Golden Square London WIR 3AB. A soft- 
Geoffrey Sanson, Bourne, 
Lincs 
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Its easy to 
complain about 
advertisements. 
But which ones? 

Every week millions of advertisements 
appear in print, on posters or in the cinema. 

Most of them comply with the rules 
contained in the British Code of Advertising 
Practice. 

But some of them break the rules and 
warrant your complaints. 

If you're not sure about which ones they 
are, however, drop us a line and we'll send you 
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code. 

Then, if an advertisement bothers 
you, you'll be justified in bothering us. v 

The Advertising Standards Authority. 
Ifanadvertisement is wrong, were here to put it right. 
ASA Ltd, Dept 2 Brook House, Torrington Place. London WC1E 7HN 

This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising 

LINKWORD 
(ese gS 

PEO G™ 

You could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from 

our readers. If you feel that your work meets our’ 
standards, please submit it to us for 

consideration for publication. 

© Programs must always be sent on cassette. 
Listings are helpful, but not necessary. 
Check carefully that they are bug-free. 

Include details of what your program does, 
how it works, variables you have used and 

hints on conversion. 

© Articles on using home computers should 
be no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry 
about your writing ability — just try to keep 
to the style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers make better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 

possibly with programming examples. We will 
convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

© Tips are short articies, and brief 
programming routines. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

All submissions will be acknowledged and the 
copyright in such works which will pass to 

Argus Specialist Publications Ltd will be paid 
for at competitive rates. 

Keep a copy of your work and include an SAE. 
Label everything clearly and give a daytime 

and home phone number if you can. 
All work for consideration should be sent to: 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 

No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 

“KB quick way of learning - quicker 

than the printed page”. 
Mike McCann, Your Computer. 

“It took 12 hours to teach a regime that 

would normally take 40 hours”. 
Peter Marsh, Training Manager, 

Thomson Holidays. 

“Vivid mental images are used as 

unforgettable memory joggers”. 
Jane Bird, Sunday Times. 

“Before you know it, you are “We found the course great fun and at 
constructing your own sentences”. the end a surprisingly large amount See nccans You Comper fed eae crear 
“Bvena confirmed look out of the 
windower like me found “Undoubtedly the linkword cassettes: 
‘concentrating on the course very are the most interesting, most 
ony. enioyable of thove considered”. 

“An outstan¢ : standing: : Personal Compute: World 
“The vocabulary sticks in your mind 
effortlessly” c 

FORSCHOOLWORK FOR BUSINESS 
FOR HOLIDAYS FOR ALL AGES 

Linkword Language Courses are published on 

Machine Publisher Machine Publisher 
B.B.C.(B) Acornsoft Amstrad Protek 
‘Sirius ACT. Spectrum _ Silversoft 

Apricot ACT. C.BM.64 = Audiogenic 

Apple ACT. Vic 20 Audiogenic 

IBMP.C. ACT. Orie Tansoft 

QL Protek Electron Acornsoft 

All versions contain a programme 

an audio tape and glossary. 

(Prices from £12.95) 

Versions available from 
Boots, Smiths and leading retailers. 

For further information write to: 
Linkword, 41 Walter Road, Swansea. 



Noteworthy 
TI-99/4A £7 

Stainless, 10 Alstone Rd, Stock- creature be under one a life is lost 
port, Cheshire and he begins the ascent again, 

ier. ‘but not from screen one. 
This is another of several As each screen is completed 

the current score is shown. This 
is based on bonuses for the 
number of screens completed in 
addition to the number of notes 
eaten, 

This needs Extended BASIC. 
IW. 

programs I’ve reviewed that has 
been written by R Trueman. Like 
all the others, the graphics are 
superb and the game fun to play. 

In this game a smiling little 
blue creature bounds along the 
sereen. To score points he must 
eat notes that are found along 
several floors. He leaps up to 
each floor by jumping beneath 
large power blocks in the ceiling. 

90% 
80% 
85% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

SEI SRT 
When he reaches the top he 
to the next screen, 

There are monsters to avoid. 
Using smaller blocks on the 
ceilings, he may jump over them, 
Further hazards 
that 

clude spikes 
point down from 

ings. At intervals these shoot 
down, then retract. Should your 

Psytraxx 
48K Spectrum 

£6.95 
The Edge, 31 Maiden La, Covent 
Gdn, London WC2 

The first thing you notice when 
hat the program has a| 

fast, loading routine in it. This 
loads the program jn less time 
than normal. 
Claiming more than a 

thousand screens, the action 
stakes place inside a computer. + 

INow where have I seen that 
before? 

You have to collect master key 
cards in order to gain access to ay, 
CPU, which is at the heart of % 
levery’ computer. There are, off 
course, adversaries, such’ as} 
flying ‘chips (IC's, ‘transistors, 
land the like, stop me if you've} 
heard it before, The action is fast 
land furious, and energy has to bel 
replenished every now and again 

T haven't quite figured out the 
scoring system, maybe that's 

M@because 1 have only just Zorakk the 
 Naiscovered fring key. The press Conqueror 
B release sheet “gives all. the Rice sy ec, tl Om I 32K BBC £7.95 
' pees ears uy Toon, 65 High St, Gosforth, Tyne 

i ‘ear fealty bast. x 
ft case YoU are expecting one| vay sa 

thousand locations 1 had better Set tt toner ae 
fadd_ that they are variations} fromisingh You have toipiay the 
of a maze, with PCB track™" QM part of Zorakk, and you find the representing’ the walls. Better 
than the average game in 
class. 

lost Crown of Ultimate Dark- 
ness, which lies in three pieces, 
‘one in each of the medieval lands 
of Ramagora. 

‘On loading, the game display is sluggishly drawn. The main 
feature on screen is the graphical 
representation of the land you 
are in, which is split up into 30 
squares in grid fashion. You 
move around using the keys N, 
S, E and W, and there are four 
buildings which you may visit 
You may buy warriors, or you 
can enter a battle. 

The latter is always welcome 

instructions 
playability 
|graphics 
value for money, 
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juter 
ington 

London W1H 1AB 

play Kensington will know wha 
a tactical challenge it 

form certain shapes. 

stones, 
Your aim is to surround either: 

Here are a few james for 
every taste or preference. You 
can be a hero or a conqueror 

because you have to win a battle 
to stand a chance of obtaining a 
piece of the crown. Whether you 
win or not is totally random, 
progress can in no way be swayed 
by the player. 

Hazards such as. starvation, 
the plague and dragons don’t 
improve life. 

Overall it’s not remarkable 
and will probably be favoured by 
the younger generation. The 
complete randomness "often 
allows a novice to achieve a 
higher score than an experienced 
player. MB. 

70% 
40% 
60% 
45% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Leisure Genius, 3 Montagu Row, 

‘Those who already know how to 

For those who've never heard 
of it, Kensington is played on a 
grid of triangles, squares and 
hexagons and involves placing 
your own coloured stones to 

A triangle allows you to move 
fone of your opponents stones, 
which is very handy when a stone 
is in an offensive position. A 
square allows you to move two 

‘one of the two hexigons of your 
‘own stone colour, or one of the 
three neutral hexigons. The more 
alert player will be able to work 

a | 

1 ST £0. 

out that there are seven hexigons 
overall. 
Even if you are none the wiser 

as to how it's played I can tell 
you that it’s an enthralling game. 

Level one is usually beatable 
and is the perfect start for 
novices, level three is the hardest 
level and will give anyone a run 
for their money 

Playing the computer is 
fascinating and the game is 
astoundingly addictive. Leisure 
Genius have produced an 
extremely well presented and 
throughly enjoyable game. M.B. 
instructions 100% 
playability 80! 
graphics 80% 
value for money 100% 

kk kk ok 

H.E.R.O. 
48K Spectrum 

£7.99 
Activision, 15 Harley Hse, 
lebone Rd, London NWI 

Mary- 

Roderick Hero is a bit of a send| 
lup of some of those heroes in 
‘American comics. It appears that 
Volcanic activity has trapped: 
some miners in the mine shafts of} 
Mount Leone. Just what they are 
mining isn’t made clear, it 
probably isn't relevant to’ the| 
|eame anyway. 

Like other mi games I have 
PY scen, there are different hazards| 
Aon different levels. Unlike the| 

lother games, you begin each level 
with six sticks of dynamite, and, 
lof course, the ubiquitous micro) 
laser beam, 

Again as in other similar 
lgames, you have a power/energy) 
lguage which diminishes as you 
[plumb the depths. 

Apparently there are spiders, 
shaft bats, miner moths and 
nesting snakes, some of which I 
lencountered on my travels. | 

The scoring is reasonably 
straightforward, with the highest 
marks, one thousand, scored 
when you rescue each miner. Of 
course you can’t progress (0 a 
lower level if you haven't rescued 
the miner on your level 

It seems there is a special 
Imessage if you score one million, 
Ye Gods! The graphics are 
nothing to write home about, 
although the 
smooth. 

‘movement 

instructions 
playability 
jeraphics 
value for money 



PERIPHERALS REVIEW 

Sweet Talker 
‘Cheetah Marketing, 24 Ray St, 
London ECIR 3DJ 

This is one of the first of the 
allophone-based speech synthes- 
isers available for the BBC and 
as such it has to compete directly 
with Acorn’s own Speech 
Synthesis upgrade. As I have 
used both, 1 will compare one 
with the ‘other as far as is 
necessary. 

Both systems plug into an area 
of the BBC main board left free 
for such upgrades, but while the 
Acorn system needs to be fitted 
by a dealer, since there are 
several_modifications to early 
boards and several compo! 
mounted on a small 
board, This plugs directly into 
one of the empty sockets, This is 
such a simple operation that 
almost anyone could do it 
without risk of damage to the 
computer. 

Usage of the two devices is 
very different. The Acorn 
upgrade uses "the SOUND 
statement, so you might assume 
it will be the easier system to use. 
In fact this isn't so. The Acorn 
device is fine if you want to say 
any of the 185 words in its 
vocabulary, but if you want to 
build up your own words you 
have to do so by chopping those 
provided into small parts and 
then building your words up 
from these parts. Using the 
Cheetah Sweet Talker makes all 
this effort completely unnecess 
ary because of the allophone 
system, 

The theory behind allophones 
is that all English speech can be 
broken down into less than 60 
component speech parts, Once 
you have all these parts in a 
device, and a list to choose from, 
you should be able to create any 
word in the English language. 
You must first decide which 
sounds make up a word and then 
put thase sounds together. This 
js done using a very short 
machine code program and a 

DATA statement; and the 
demonstration program supplied 
shows how easy itis. 

‘The difference between the 
two systems is amazing. I never 
dared to try and make new words: 
for the Acorn system but within 
two minutes I was. creating 
speech from this one. The 
drawback is the quality of 
speech: Acorn’s really does 
sound human whereas Cheetah's 
is very machine-like — so much 
so that my son refers to it as 
Robot Speech 

Here is the crunch: you can 
have good quality but a very 
limited vocabulary or an 
unlimited vocabulary with 
poorer quality speech. 1 will 
settle for the Cheetah everytime. 
‘We all know that it's a machine 
so why not admit it and use the 
system to the full. 
The most disappointing 

feature of the whole system is the 
manual, which is nothing more 
than a single sheet of A4 paper. 
This could be much improved 
with more detailed information 
fon the use of the pauses and a 
better fitting diagram. Having 
said that, it is adequate. 1 got 
going in a matter of minutes. 

D.C. 

Cheetah RAT 
‘Cheetah Marketing, 24 Ray St, 
London ECIR 3DJ 

Imagine a remote control 
joystick which is able to perform 
all the functions of a normal 
joystick, without a cable 
connection to your Spectrum 
computer from a distance up to 
12 feet from the screen. Put all 
that together and you have the 
Cheetah RAT. In case you are 
wondering, RAT stands for 
Remote Action Transmitter. 

RAT works in much the same 
way as a remote TV controller. 
You point the transmitter hand 
unit in the approximate direction 
of the plug-in receiver module 
(both supplied) and a touch- 

sensitive pad on the hand unit 
sends your commands to the 
Spectrum. A simple one-page set 
of instructions completes the 
package. T was disappointed with the 
quality of construction of the 
grey/blue hand unit. It requires a 
PP3 battery (not supplied) and 
when the battery is inserted and 
the hatch closed, my hand unit 
began to split along its seams 
The touch pad in the unit I 
received was beginning 10 peal 
away from the rest of the unit 

By contrast, the plug-in 
module was sturdily built. It 
included an edge connector on 
the reverse side of the unit to 
allow other modules to be added 
if required 

The touch pad on the hand 
unit is divided into two parts. At 
the front is an orange coloured 
fire button, while close to the 
back is a blue clock-face with 
eight markings, indicating the 
eight directions of movement. 
This is designed for ease of use 
by left- and right-handed 
players, All you need to do (so 
Cheetah claims) is touch the 
marking on the clock to send 
your man in the appropriate 
Girection. 1 found you had to 
press the N,S,W and E markings 
quite hard fo obtain a response, 
and the markings for diagonal 
movement almost never worked, 
‘even when I pressed really hard. 

While it would take an 
experienced joystick user some 
time to adjust to this new control 
method, RAT offers one big 
advantage. If you use a large 
sereen TV as monitor, then you 
can move some distance away 
from the screen. 1 tested it at six 
feet, and it worked as well as it 
did at six inches. From 12 feet 1 
couldn't see my screen too well, 
but it still seemed OK! 
RAT can be used for any game 

designed for use with Kempston 
joysticks; this gives you a wide 
selection, but, of course, quite a 
few games won't work. You can 
also write your own programs to 
use RAT. Incorporate the 

BASIC line LET « = IN 31 in 
‘your program; a will havea value 
of 0 if no pad is touched, or @ 
value up to 16 depending on 
which single pad is pressed, 
Similarly, in machine code, you 
would use In A,31. 
RAT is an interesting and 

novel idea. If the touch pads had 
really been touch-sensitive, then 
the RAT’s speed might well have 
been faster than a conventional 
joystick, as claimed by the 
manufacturer. Perhaps full 
production versions may offer 
better sensitivity, and a hand unit 
‘which does not fall apart! D.N. 

‘The RAT — Cheetah's remote 
action transmitter 

Cheetah Sweet Talker 
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Three in @ 
row 

Variety is the spice of life, and there is plenty of variety with 
these three programs from Paul Sansom and Paul-Newsham. 

The choice is yours — you can either attack martians, 
go diving, or just eat eggs and avoid walls 

Although you spend most_of 
your time eating eggs in the first Vanna 
game, its actual name is The Walls. lv ives left 

If you have ever fancied | |Rand & time for walls 
going on a totally egs-|\% Sore 
orientated diet, then this is the | |mp man's position 
game for you, because you walk | me man’s colour 
around the ‘screen cating as | Jas and bb exit position 
many eggs as possible, 

However, danger is always 
around in the form of forks and 
closing walls, which you have to 
avoid. All is not lost, however, 
so don't despair. There is a way 
to escape a gory death — by 
getting a key and going through 
the exit. 

For each egg you eat you will 
get 10 points, when you retrieve 
the key you will be awarded 50 
points, and if you actually 
manage to get through the exit 
— 100 points is awaiting you. 
Quick reactions and a keen 

eye are required for this game, 
so good luck and get eating 

How it works 
17-8 — initialises variables and 

protects graphics 
10-41 data for graphics 
150-89 set up screen 
190-130 movement 
135-190 main routine 
200-230 end of game 
250-255 sound for new screen 
300-480 instructions 



aE GT CER UES MSDE TNS CECI | 
OGRAMS 

7 POKESG, 28: POKES2, 28: POKE36878, 15 : POKE36879. 38 oF 

8 H=50'G=25:LV=3:SR=1 :AAR=8174 : BB=6175 : AB=38894 : BA=38695 

1@ FORI=7168T07255 ‘:READA: POKEI,A:NEXT 
se NOTA Gi se Si 153,90, 129, 67,62,0,64, 160,191, 165,65,8,0,24,24, 68,98, 153,24,36 

58, DATA, 18, 20,9, 232,64, 128,255,258, 139,168, 156, 188, 139,255, 255,255,81,219,219 

, 
49 DATA91,255,231,231,231,8, 126, 126, 126,8,8,219, 146, 218,82,219,8, @,8,179,178,179 

He eee 171,8,0,8,0, 119,68, 36, 20, 119,8,8,8, 112,84, 115, 108,88,8 

5@ PRINT":]" : POKES6869, 255 :MP=7932 :MC=MP+30720 : IFLV=@THENGOTO200 
60 P1=7725 'P2=8165 :P3=7722 :P4=8162 
65 FORT=7702T07723 : POKET. 6 ‘ POKET+30720, 2: NEXT 

66 FORT=6164708185 ‘ POKET , 6: POKET+30720, 2:NEXT. 
78 FORT=1T025 
75 X=INTCRND( 12440947724 
76 OER IS Se ae eee 

88 FORT=1T025 
81 Y=INTCRNDC 12844047724 
82 POKEY, 8: POKEY+30720, 7 

NEXT 
84 FORT=1T02 
85 Z=INTCRND( 124440247724 

i POKEZ+38720.4 

90 GETAS: IFAS="2"THENPOKEMC, 1 : : 
THENPOKEMC, 1: POKEMP, 32: MP=MP+1 :MC=MC+1 
THENPOKENC, 1 : POKEMP , 32: MP=MP-22: MC=MC-22 

130 IFAS="."THENPOKEMC, 1: POKEMP, 32: MP=MP+22:MC=MC+22 
135 PRINT"SGH®" ; SC:PRINT" S@RBBBBBBIL Ja" ;SRi "SPS" LV 

170 D=D+1 : IFD=GTHENFORW=P1 TOP2STEPZ2 : POKEM, 6: POKEW+30720, 2: NEXT :Pl=Pi+1 !P2=P2+1 

475 IFD=H THENFORQ=P3 TO P4STEP22:POKEQ, 6:POKEG+3072@, 2: NEXT :P3=P3-1: P4=P4—-1: Dad 

AZOLE EER CEE Ze AOREEe Scare ree :D=@ : POKE36877, 195‘ FORI=1 T0500: NEXT : POKES 

1B: 
177 IFPEEK(MP)=@THENSC=SC+10: POKE36875, 128 ‘ FORI=1T05@ : NEXT : POKE368) 

178 Het (abl case POKERA, 4: POKEAB, @: POKEBB, 5: POKEBA, 6: PoRe see 76, 195'F 

ORI=1T0100: NEXT ‘ POKE36876,0 
179 Sree NED ESORPEEK CHP) 24 THENG=G-S :Hal-S: SC=8C+100: Ds0:GOSUBZ5@:G0TOSE 

182 POKEMP, 2:POKEMC,@ 
185 IFSC=>1@G0@@THENSC=0 
198 GOTO9a 
200 PRINT"Csmbom = BAD LUCK, MMMYOUR SCORE WAS 

205 PRINT" aMMYOU REACHED SCREEN"; 
21@ PRINT" SMM ANOTHER GO ? ¢i7/N>" 

+ IFB$="¥" THENLV=3 ' SC=@ ' SR=1 :G=25:H=5@:GOTOS8 
" THENGOTO220 

NT" CDM BYE~BYE ! |" : POKES6869, 
250 Forr=tzaT0195" POKE36875, T : NEXT: SPhRESEETS, 0: IFG=C@THENG=1 

251 IFH=<STHENH=! 
255, SRosee RETURN 
308 POKES6969,240:PRINT"SDORBBBMTHE WALLS. 'REM COMMODORE 

uU 
31@ PRINT"MM THE OBJECT OF THE MGAME, IS TO WALK MRROUND THE SCREEN" 

320 PRINT" EATING AS MANY, MEGGS AS POSSIBLE." 

325 PRINT" MMMNPRESS ANY KEY TO CONT.“ 
327 GETAS: IFAS=""THENS27 
336 PRINT"SIM HOWEVER, aa MUST MWAVOID THE FORKS MAND , THE CLOSING" 

348 PRINT" 
35@ PRINT"M THE ONLY RY To MESCAPE A GORY =p Is TO" 

36@ PRINT"M GET THE KEY AND ™GO THROUGH THE NEXIT. 

378 PRINT"HPRESS ANY KEY TO CONT.” 
375 GETA$: IFA$=""THENS75 
389 PRINT"CIM] CONTROL 'YOUR MAN » MUSING THE FOLLOWING 2KEYS:-" 

39 PRINT" RRBRBI: SMI |XERE—+-X 90M | MBL." 
40@ PRINT"M HIT A KEY TO CONT." 
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416 GETA$: IFAS=""THEN419 
428 PRINT"MMMMNBIPOINTS ARE SCORED IN MTHE FOLLOWING WAY:-" 
430 POKE36869,255:PRINT"MQOBINMIZ= 1G POINTS" 
440 PRINT" OBMBIZ= SG POINTS" 
45 PRINT" MBBIDEMZ= 160 POINTS" 
460 PRINT" Ma HIT A KEY TO START." 
470 GETAS: IFAS=""THEN470 
488 RETURN 

READY. 

ariables How it works 
iti 

v 
dp diver position 0-10 variables 
de diver colour 11-20 screen set-up 
Wi lives left 20.95 main routine 
4 diver’s direction 100-180 fire routi ’ 
x oxygen remaining 200-210 pick up coin routine 
8 score 400-520 end of game 

8 POKES6, 28:POKES2,28:PRINT"*J@—MPLEASE WAIT..." :POKES6879, 238 
9 FORI=7168+324#8T07 168+32#8+7 : POKEI,@:NEXT 
18 FORI=7168T07367 *READA:POKEI,A: NEXT 
20 DATAG, 16, 127,252, 127, 16,8,8, 12,114, 129,249, 132,98, 17.12,8,3)7,63,127,15,62,1 
21 DATA129, 1,2,228,252,246,2, 1,0, 192,32,31,7,8, 112,0,8,28,28,248, 255, 48,08 
22 DATA@, @,0,2,255,2,0,8,0,8,0,64,255,64,8,0 ‘ 
23 DATA1, 74, 146, 146,82, 42, 124,255, 1,1,7,63,63,31,0,8 
24 DATA128, 128, 192,254,254, 252,0,, 66, 118,231,247,247,247, 118,68 
25 DATAG, @, 128, 124,254, 124, 128, 8,6,56,56,31,255,12/8,0,8,3,4,248, 224, 16,140 
26 DATAG,@,8,0,0,97, 158, 128, 128,67, 127, 127,63,,0,8, 32,16, 16,31,24,248,8,8,1,255 
255 

27 DATA2Z5S, 248, 8,0,8,0,0, 68, 194,2,62, 126,254,254, 252,224,0,0,0,0,0 
28 DATAG, G,0, 255,63, 31,143,125, 128, 128, 128, 254,254,254, 252,205,0,8,8,0,48, 72,133 2 
29 DATAZ6, 26, 62,90, 154, 42,74,204 
38 POKE36869,24@:PRINT"CIMMOH GUYS,HELP IM BEINGM HASSLED BY KILLER SHARKS! ! | 

ee SR ted PLAY THE PART OF NEIL THE ADVENTUROUS MDIVER,WHO IS ON HIS 

50 PRINT" YOUR AIM IS TO DIVE THE WATERY DEPTHS TO MCLAIM THE GOLD COINS. 
TO CONT. ‘TT" 6@ PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY 

70 GETA$: IFAS=""THEN7O 



IFAS=""THEN17@ 
MBHILE YOU ARE BUSY MM COLLECTING THE COINS A SCHOOL OF NASTY " 

MBMAN-EATING SHARKS M TRIES TO DEYOUR YOU." 
S@IVOU MAY SHOOT THESE MM CREATURES WITH YOUR @ TRUSTY HARPOON.” 

MPRESS ANY KEY TO CONT. "ITI" 
TAS: IFAS=""THENZ23 

PRINT"CI@ITHIS IS NOT YERY WADVISABLE BECAUSE YOURM OXYGEN RUNS OUT FAST! 

PRINT" MUSE THESE KEYS: 
PRINT" OBB: XM | XOGH2—+—X MOM |B), TRBBBISPACE=F REM" 
PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY TO CONT. ‘TT" 
GETAS: IFA$=""THEN2Z76 
PRINT“CO@MLOADING GAME..." 

Fe eee 176: POKE632, 207 ' POKE633, 159: POKE634, 13: POKE635. 82: POKE636,2 

READY. 

@ POKE36869, 255 : GOSUBS@@ :L1=3: POKE36879, 38:SC=O 
1 POKE36877, 0: IFLI=@THEN4@@ 
2 POKE65@, 128: D=4:POKE36878, 15: AA=0:0xX=108:C=O 
1@ DP=7725:DC=38445 
11 POKE36869, 255 : PRINT"*I" :FORI=8164T08185 : POKEI , 8:POKE1+30720,5 NEXT: POKE®158, 11 
42 FORT=7702T07723 : POKET, 23: POKET+3072@, 6: NEXT : POKE?7@3, 21 : POKE?704, 22 

16 POKE816@, 15:POKE8161, 17 : POKE8162, 19: POKE8182, 16 :POKE8183, 18: POKE8184, 20: POKES 

8878/7 
17 POKE38830, 8: POKES8831 , 8: POKES8882, 8 : POKE38992, 8: POKES8903, 0: POKE38904, 8 
20 earl TFQ=OTHENBH7745+2241NTCRNDC)N15) =POKEB, 3: POKEB+3072@, 8: POKEB~1,2!POKEB 
+ % 

‘ 

2? POKEDP, D:POKEDC, @:POKEDP+1, D+1 :POKEDC+1,0 
28 POKEDC, 1 :POKEDP, 32:POKEDC+1,1:POKEDP+1,32 
30 GETAS: IFAS=" : "ANDPEEK(DP-22)¢>23THENPOKEDC, 1 : POKEDP, 32:POKEDC+1, 1: POKEDP+1,32 
:DP=DP-22' DC=DC-22 
42 TERSS sgANIPEEK DP+22> OBTHENPOKEDC, 1: POKEDP, 32:POKEDC+1, 1: POKEDP+1,32:DP=DP+ 

:DeeDC+: 
5@_TERSS"Z*ANDARD-1 THENPOKEDC. 1 =POKEDP, 32:POKEDC+1, 1:POKEDP+1, 32‘ DP=DP-1:DC=DC-1 
>D=13: AR=AR- 
60_IrAse ANDAR] STHENPOKEDC: 1 :POKEDP, 32: POKEDC+1, 1: POKEDP+1, 32: DP=DP+1:DC=DC+1 
?D=4: ARSAR+ 
70 IFA$=" "ANDDP<8142THENGOSUB1E0 z 
25 OX=0X-1 4 ' 
80 PRINT" MmgSC" SC‘ PRINT" SSRRRBRBBKS ;LI: PRINT" SRBPBBBBBRBBBIDX" | 0X" 200" 
82 FORI=3T021 
83 PRINTTAB(1)CHRS(20) 
84 NEXT 
85_IFPEEK(DP+1)=20RPEEK(DP)=30RPEEK¢DP)=20ROX=<@THENL I=L I~1 :POKE36877, 128:FORT=1 
T0250: NEXT :GOTO1 
86 IEPEEK<DP+1>=1 1ORPEEK(DP>=1 1 THENPOKE36875, 240: FORI=1T05@ : NEXT : POKES6875, 8:SC= 

459:C= 
87 IFPEEK(DP)=21ANDC=10RPEEK (DP =22ANDC=1 THENGOSUB220 
88 IFPEEK(DP)=210RPEEK<DP)=22THENDP=DP+22:DC=DC+22 
89 POKEDP, D:POKEDC, @:POKEDP+1, D+1:POKEDC+1, 
90 IFOXC1@THENPOKES8417, 1 
95 GOTO20 

IFD=13THENGOTO156 
IFD=4THENGOTO130 
POKE36877, 128 :FORI=1105@:NEXT : POKE36877, @: RETURN 
FORI=DP+2TODP+7 : IFPEEK¢I)=2THENGOTO178 
POKEL 6: POKE1+36720, 0: FORT=1TO10:NENTPOKE1#30720, 1: POKEI/22/QEXT 

FORI=DP-1TODP-6STEP-1 : IFPEEK¢I)=2THENGOTO189 
POKE 1,7: POMEL #07200: FORT=IT014) NEXT: POMEL‘ 90722, 1: PORE. 24 NENT 

URI 
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If you prefer Martian blasting 
to shark shooting, then Martian 
Attack — another two-part 
programme — is right up your 

In this game you are in 
control of a ‘MXSP’ fighter 
plane, and you must fly through 
the city shooting the alien 
attack waves one-by-one. As 
you do so, the occasional 
tractor beam bars your way, 
and you must shoot one of the 
photon zappers at either end to 
destroy it. 

If you fail to destroy the 
zappers, you will be destroyed 
by the beam. 

Things to watch-out for 
include air mines — they imitate 
sycrons, but if shot they destroy 
you. Also, if you fly into an air 
mine, you will disintegrate. 

‘One point to make about this 
game is that it only just fits into 
the unexpanded VIC-20, so do 
not insert any unrequired spaces 

for the machine will say 
memory error and you might 
lose the program. 



i ee ee ee eee 
OGRAMS 

40 PP=7756 ' PC=PP+39720 : POKEPP,@:POKEPC:@ 
5@ POKEPC, 1:POKEPP, 32 

ETAS: IFAS="2"ANDPP>7746THENPOKEPC, 1: POKEPP,32:PP=PP-1:PC=PC-1 
"“ ANDPP<7767 THENPOKEPC, 1 : POKEPP 32: PP=PP+1 > PC=PC+1 

70 IFAS="M"THENS@O 
75 PRINT: G=Q+1 
fb, IFPEEKCPP )=SORPEEKAPE = ORPEER SPE? SoORE eG Leu Rr CUE *GOSUB 

‘Gt 
77 IFPEEK(PP>=90RPEEK(PP)=STHENL I=L I-1 : GOSUB752 : GOTO30 

78 POKEPP,@:POKEPC,@ 
8 X=INTCRND(1)#3)+1 
81 POKES8164,6:POKE8185, 8 : POKE38884, 6: POKE38905,8 
82 IFK=ZORX=ZTHENPOKES165. 8 : POKES18¢, 8 : POKE38835. @ : POKESE904,6 

83 IFX=3THENPOKES166, 8: POKES183, 8 : POKE28886, 8: POKE38903.0 

85 Y=INTCRND(1)#16)+1 : YXav+8166 : Z=INTCRNDC 122741 
87 POKEYX, Z:POKEYX+30728,2 
90 WEINTCRND(1) RN) +1 
91 IFW=1THENPOKES167,3:FORT=8168708181 : POKET, 4: POKET+39720, 5: NEXT * POKE6182,5‘POK 
£38837, 4: POKE38992,4 
92 IFW=2THENPOKEYX, 9: POKEYX+30720,8 
150 IFQ=208THENFORT=128T02S5 ' POKE36876, T : NEXT ‘POKE36875. 0: G=@:RN=RN-1 :GOTO30 

169 IFSC=>1@@@ANDPS=OTHENL I=L I+! :POKE6976, 245: FORT=1 70109: NEXT : POKES6876,0' PS= 
1 
288 GOTOS® 
5@@ POKEPP, 6:POKEPC,@ 
5Q@5 FP=PP+22:FC=PC+22. 
519 IFPEEK(FP)=SORPEEK(FP)=4THENG=15 : GOTOS38 
5{5_ IFPEEK(FP)=1THENSC=SC+2@ :G=15:POKEFC, 1 : POKEFP, 32:POKE36877, 195: FORT=1T090‘NE 
XT: POKE36877, 8: GOTOS30 
517_IFPEEK(FP)=2THENSC=SC+30 :G=15 :POKEFC, 1: POKEFP, 32: POKE36877, 220: FORT=1 7050: NE 

XT :POKE36877, 8: GOTOS3@ 
518 IFPEEK(FP)=3THENGOSUB7@9 :GOTOS30 
519 IFPEEK(FP>=STHENGOSUB6Q@ : GOTOS30 
52@ IFPEEK(FP)=STHENGs=@ ‘LI=L1~1 : GOSUB7S@ : GOTO30 ‘ 

525 G=G+i :POKEFP, 6:POKEFC,@:FORT=17019 :NEXT : POKEFC, 1 :POKEFP, 32:FC=FC+22:FP=FP+22 

a Had Sond :POKEPC, 1: POKEPP, 32: GOTO7S 

eg tigi ds {SSTEP=1 :F=F-8: POKET+30720, 1: POKET, 32: POKES6874, F ‘NEXT :G=15'SC=S 
186. 

618 POKE36874,0:F=255 
RETURN 

700 FORT=FPTOFP+15 ‘F=F-8: POKET+30720, 1 :POKET, 32: POKE36874,F iNEXT ‘G=15:SC=SC+100 
718 eee 

1B RE 
750 FORT=255T0126STEP-S : POKE36877, T : NEXT ‘ POKES6877,@: RETURN 

802 PRINT"CIM@BIYOU SCORED"; SC 
839 PRINT" S@WOULD YOU LIKE TO MHAVE ANOTHER GO ?” 

GETBS: IFBS="""v"THENS 
86@ IFB$="N"THENPRINT "<2" :END 

GOTOs5a 
968 PRINT" CBBRBIMARTIAN ATTACK s 
910 PRINT" MWOU ARE IN CONTROL OF MAN MXSP FIGHTER PLANE. MOU MUST SOAR THROUGH" 

920 PRINT"MTHE CITY SHOOTING THE MALIEN ATTACK WAYES WONE BY ONE. 

938 PRINT“ MIMNPRESS ANY KEY TO CONT." 
948 GETA$: IFAS=""THENS4@ 
958 PRINT"SRS YOU DO SO, THE MOCCASIONAL TRACTOR MBEAM BARS YOUR WAY. " 

ay PRINT"MVOU MUST SHOOT ONE OF MITHE PHOTON ZAPPERS AT MEITHER END TO DESTROY ” 

370 PRINT"MIF YOU FAIL TO DESTROVMTHE ZAPPERS, YOU WILL MBE ANNIHILATED By THE 

BEAM. 
989 PRINT"MPRESS ANY KEY TO CONTTTI" 
998 GETA$: IFAS=""THENS9O 
1208 PRINT" SMARNING:- 
181@ PRINT" MMATCH OUT FOR THE AIR MMINES, " 
1020 PRINT" MTHEY IMITATE SYCRONS, MBUT IF SHOT. THEY MDESTROY YOU." 

1938 PRINT" MMIRLSO, IF ‘YOU FLY INTO MAN AIR MINE YOU MDISINTIGRATE." 

1848 PRINT"MPRESS ANY KEY TO CONT:ITI" 
1058 GETAS: IFAS=""THEN1G5S 
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1860 PRINT"CIGISPOINTS ARE SCORED IN M THE FOLLOWING y WAY: = 
1076 POKE36863,255:PRINT"MDMBE"MIA S'CRONS =3@ POINTS" 
1886 PRINT" MBEEICTRISMALANIUNS =38 POINTS" 
1898 PRINT"SFHIMATRACTOR =1@GPO1NTS" 
1160 PRINT" @eBIBONUS SHIP AT 19000" 
1118 PRINT"MWISPRESS ANY KEY TO CONT." 
1126 GETAS: IFAS=""THEN1120 
1146 PRINT" Sega = LEFT" :PRINT" SX = RIGHT": PRINT" RM = FIRE" 
1174 PRINT" MSRBISPRESS A KEY TO BEGIN" 
1180 GETA$: IFAS=""THEN1 190 
1196 RETURN 

AMSTRAD CPC 464 Software b’ 

TIMESLIP 
SOFTWARE HISOFT 

ULTRAKIT 9.5 
The most powerful toolkit yet for ZX BASIC. All the features 
you will ever need; insert, full RENUMBER, block 
DELETE, CLOCK ALARM, error trapping, break trapping. 
Full TRACE with’ single-step oe much, much more. Makes 
ZX BASIC easy-to-use and powerful 

EVPAC x 
‘An excellent assembler, an advanced line-editor, a compre- 
hensive disassembler and a superb ‘front vel’ debugger all in one package, Used by many leading software houses 10 
write their games. “Buy it!” Adam Denning 1984. 

PASCAL oa 
A powerful and almost full implementation of Pascal - not a | 
Tiny Pascal. A valuable educational and development tool, programs typically run 40 times faster than a BASIC equivalent. 

| Spectrum version includes Turtle Graphics package. "I haven't 
seen any other compiler that could match Hisoft’s Pascal” 

HISOFT 
180 High Street North 

Dunstable, Beds. LUB TAT 
Tel: (0582) 696421 

ROLLABALL..... .. £6.95 
A challenging game of skill, relying on quick wits and 
steady nerves. Can you keep the ROLLABALL in 
motion? All you have to do is slide a piece of track in 
its path to divert it, trouble is the ‘tracks always 
disappear when the ROLLABALL moves over them. 
A very addictive one player game. 

The Moors Challenge ... .- £6.95 
An ancient game of strategy and cunning. Capture all 
your opponents counters to win. Play against your 
Amstrad CPC 464 at any of five skill levels, from 
simple to advanced or play against a friend, you can 
even make the computer play against itself. 

The Royal Quest... - £6.95 
Can you discover the object of your quest and then 
complete it? A classic text only adventure, with dozens 
of problems to keep you perplexed for weeks. Features 
include save game facility and very large vocabulary. 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER--------- 

For a limited period only* Timeslip Software will be 
giving away one free title with every two titles 
purchased, so hurry, send cheque/P.O.’s payable to... 

TIMESLIP SOFTWARE, Stoneyburn Workshops, 
The Old Primary School, Main Street, Stoneyburn, 

West Lothian, Scotland EH47 8AP 

*Offer ends 31st November 1984 
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FEATURE 

Recently some colleagues and I 
were discussing arrays, and how 
many dimensions you could 
actually DIM, We started to put 
all sorts of shapes and figures 
‘on a whiteboard in an attempt 
to represent how the computer 
actually sees the array. We 
didn’t find much trouble with a 
single variable or with a one- 
dimensional array, but when it 
came to a four-dimensional 
array we ran into problems. 
Other ‘experts’ put their heads 
round the door, saying 
“What're you doing? Drawing 
four dimensional arrays 
that’s easy. Give me the pei 
Quarter of an hour later they 
would look at their handiwork, 
hand the pen over to somebody 
else and walk out confused and 
baffled. 
We reasoned that if you can’t 

imagine a four-dimensional 
array, let alone draw one, how 
does a computer set one up and 
access it? What's more, how 
does it handle a five- or six- 
dimensional array? 

This is how we've come to 
understand it, If we start off 
with a single variable A, and we 
type A=10 the computer will 
set up a box called A and inside 
this box it will store the number 
10. 

if instead we type DIM AG) 
the computer sets up three 
locations (boxes; Fig.1 called 
A(1), AQ) and A(G) (assuming 
the Computer starts numbering 
arrays from 1 and not 0). We 
‘can access these locations by 
typing A(1)= 10 or by putting a 
variable inside the brackets, e.g. 
AC) = 10. 

Can you 
imagine 4D 
arrays? We 
show you 

how 
Four-dimensional arrays are 
hard to visualise. Graham 
Kendall explains the logic 

behind the urth, fifth and 
even sixth dimension. Even 
novices should catch on 

If we dimensioned an array 
with DIM A@G,3) the computer 
sets up nine locations (Fig.2). In 
‘order to access any of these 
locations you must specify the 
row followed by the column. 
Thus, if you type A(2,3) it will 
access the second row and the 
third column (see asterix). 

With three-dimensional 
arrays, if we type DIM A(3,3,3) 
this will set up 27 locations (3x3 
x3). Imagine a box or a Rubic’s 
cube with nine faces on each 
side; that’s what we've just set 
up (Fig.3). To access this box 

Fig. 1 One-dimensional array 

Fig. 2 Two-dimensional array 

we must specify not only row 
and column but also depth. So 
if we type A(1,3,3) we are 
accessing the first row, third 
column and third depth (see 
asterix) 

A three dimensional array is a 
way of accessing something in 
three different ways: firstly, left 
and right; secondly, up and 
down and thirdly, backwards 
and forwards. Left and right 
gives us the rows, up and down 
the columns and backwards and 
forwards the depth. This can be 
drawn (Fig.3). 

1,1,3 

WS Ja 

3,1,1 

But if you want to add 
another dimension to your 
drawing you can't — any line 
you draw will always be in one 
of the other dimensions. We are 
faced with the problem of, 
imagining a four-dimensional 
array and subsequently, 
realising how the computer 
stores and accesses it. 

Look at it this way, DIM 
AG,3,3,2). sets up a four- 
dimensional array. In reality it 
sets up two three-dimensional 
arrays (Fig.4). The last 
parameter dictates how many 
three-dimensional arrays are to 
be set up, thus DIM AG,3,3,2) 
sets up two three-dimensional 
arrays giving 54 possible 
locations (3x3x3x2) while DIM. 
A(3,3,3,7) sets up seven three- 
dimensional arrays giving 189 
possible locations (3x3x3x7). 

In_a four-dimensional array 
the first three parameters relate 
to row, column and depth, 
while the fourth parameter 
relates to which three- 
dimensional array you wish to 
access. So A(3,3,3,1) would 
access the asterix in Fig.4 
whereas A(3,3,3,2) would 
access the percentage sign. A 
five-dimensional array DIM 
AG,3,3,3,3) sets up 243 
locations (3x3x3x3x3). Think of 
this as nine. three-dimensional 
arrays (Fig,5). The computer 
accesses this by row, column, 
depth, sub-set and array within 
sub-set, 

Thus if you type AG,3,3,2)1) 
it accesses row 3, column 3, 
depth 3, sub-set 2, and array 1 
within that sub-set. In this way 
A (3,3,3,2,1) would access the 

1,3,3 

3,3,3 

3,3,1 

Fig. 3 Three-dimensional array 
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asterix in Fig.5, and A(3,3,3,3, 
2 would access the pues VE 13,31 sign. 
Now DIM A(3,3,3,3,3) gives 

us nine three-dimensional 
arrays, which means 243 
possible locations (3x3x3x3x3), 
but if we DIM A(G,3,3,9) this 
also gives us nine three- 
dimensional arrays and thus 243 
locations. If this is the case why 
do we need more than four- 
dimensional arrays? 

We'll leave you to puzzle that 
‘one out for yourselves. By the] 3,1,1,1 
way, if you find out, could you 
let us know please? 

3,3,1,1 3,1,1,2 3,3,1,2 
Fig. 4 Four-dimensional array 

eet) see) 8) 
3,3,1,1,1 3,3,1,1,2 3,3,1,1,3 

3,3,1,2,1 3,3,1,2,2 33,123 

3,3,1,3,1 3,3,1,3,2 3,3,1,3,3 

Fig. 5 Five-dimensional array 
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The army 

In this program from J D Bateman — a General has to make his 
way back to camp, but rebelling soldiers make life difficult 

The General does not | players: one assumes the role of General is invariably 
necessarily rule OK with this | General, the other the role of Variables surrender. Players 
game which shows how the | the rebelling soldiers. The | |B values poked togiveanon- || ysually play one game then 
Dragon’s low resolution | General is to reach the safety of 
graphics can easily be used for | the camp or kill enough soldiers | | 5 jumber of soldiers 
board games. 

screen score of remaining 
soldiers reverse roles. 

From this program 

forced to 
therefore 

you may 
so as to make defeat impossible. | |G ‘position of General be able to develop other games, 

The program is based on a| The aim of the soldiers is to| |Z “indicates the status of the || using some of the graphics ideas 
included, game of strategy for tw <= camp (either empty or 

mA pied by a soldier). - a SP ‘screen postions ofthe pieces ap 

Tt 

DVOUPUN 

T number of moves made by the 
General the board 

surround the General and Generals’ moves 

camp and forcing him to eli oy 
surrender. 3 168-180 instructions 

As players become more | 1181-182 play and print experienced in the game, the 

1-22. set up variables and draw 

23-83 check and make the 

a chi 71-72_ play and print victory Prevent him from reaching the | {71-72 play and print vitory | 

defeat 

B=S8: S=2@: 6=237:CLSe 
PRINT@232,"INTRUCTIONS Y/N"; 
AS=INKEYS:IF A$=""THENS ELSEIFAS=" 
CLS@: POKE1835, 68: POKE1@45 ,62:PRINT@12, “rebellion”; 
FORSX=670TO (91: PRINT@X ,CHR$(191)3 = NEXT 
FOR X=99 TO 355 STEP32:PRINT@X ,CHR$ (191 
FOR X=355 TO 379:PRINT@X,CHRS(191) 3 2NEXT 
FOR X=379 TO 123 °STEP-32:PRINT@X ,CHRS (191) ;:NEXT 
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9 PRINT@164, "a"; :PRINT@186,"a' 
10 PRINT@196, “b"; :PRINT@218, "b"; 
11 PRINT@228, "c";:PRINT@250, "Cc"; 
12 PRINT@26Q,"d"; :PRINT@282,"d"5 
13 PRINT@292, "e"; :PRINT@S14,"e"5 
44 POKE1127, 49: POKE1 129,50: POKE1131 ,51:POKE1133,52:POKE1135,53:POKE1137,5: 
139,55: POKE1141,56:POKE1143,57 
15 FOR X=167 TO 179 STEP2:POKE (1024+X) , 156:NEXT 
16 FOR X=199 TO 211 STEP2:POKE(1024+X) ,172:NEXT 

17 FOR X=231 TO 247 STEP2:POKE(1024+X) ,172:NEXT 
18 FOR X=263 TO 275 STEP2:POKE (1024+X) ,172:NEXT 
19 FOR X=295 TO 307 STEP 2:POKE(1024+X) ,156:NEXT 
20 PRINT@237 , CHR$ (204) 5 : POKE1269, 252 
21 POKE1237, 156:POKE1271 , 156: POKE1301,156 
22 POKE1277,5@:POKE1278,48 
23 PRINT@416,"your move general press arrow” 
24 POKE1444,32:POKE1449, 32: POKE1457 , 32: POKE1 458 , 52: POKE1465, 32: POKE1459 , 68: POKE1 
471,62 
25 AS=INKEYS: IF A$=""THEN2S 
26 IF AS=CHR$(B) THEN SQELSEIFAS=CHR$(1@) THEN 33 
27 IF A$=CHR$(94) THEN 36 ELSE IF A$=CHR$(9) THEN 37 
28 IF AS="S" THEN 181 
29 SOUND1 ,5:GOTO25 
30 P=PEEK (G+1022) 
31 IF P=156 THEN S2ELSE IF P=172 THEN 42 ELSE IF P=252 THEN 67 ELSE29 
32 PRINT@G, CHR$ (156) 5 : PRINT@G-2, CHRS (204) 5 :G=G-2: GOTO74 
33 P=PEEK (6+1056) 
34 IF P=156 THEN 35 ELSE IF P=172 THEN 48 ELSE IF P=252 THEN 6S€LSE29 
35 PRINT@G, CHRS (156) ; : PRINT@G+32, CHR$ (204) 3: G=G+32: GOTO74 
36 P=PEEK(G+992) 
37 IF P=i56 THEN 38 ELSEIFP=172 THEN 54 ELSEIF P=252 THEN69 ELSE29 
3@ PRINT@G,CHR$ (156) ; s PRINT@G-32, CHR$ (204) ; :G=G-32: GOTO74 
39 P=PEEK (G+1026) 
4@ IF P=156 THEN 41 ELSE IF P=172 THEN6@ ELSE IF P=252 THEN7@ ELSE2? 
41 PRINT@G,CHR$ (156) 5 : PRINT@G+2,CHR$ (204) ;:G=G+2:GOTO 74 
42 P=PEEK (G+1020) 
43 IF G+i@22=1269 THEN 45 ELSE IF P=156 THEN 44 ELSE29 
44 PRINT@G, CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G-2, CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G—4 , CHR$ (204) ; : S=S-1:G=G-4: B=B— 
1:PLAY"OST255CBAGFEDC" : GOTO74 
45 IF P=156 THEN 46 ELSE29 
46 PRINT@G, CHRS (156) ; : PRINT@G-2, CHR$ (252) 5 : PRINT@G-4 , CHR (204) 
47 S=S-1:Z=0:G=G-4: B=B-1:PLAY"OST25SCBAGFEDC" : GOTO74 
48 P=PEEK (6+1088) 
49 IF G+i@56=1269 THEN Si ELSEIF P=156 THENS@ ELSE2? 
5@ PRINT@G, CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G+32, CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G+64 , CHR# (204) ; : S=S-1:G6=G+64:B 
=B-1:PLAY"OST255CBAGFEDC" : GOTO74 
Si IF P=156 THEN 52 ELSE29 
52 PRINT@G,CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G+32, CHR$ (252) 5 : PRINT@G+64 , CHR (204) 5 
S3 S=S-1: Z=0:G=G+64: B=B-1: PLAY"O5T25SCBAGFEDC" : GOTO74 
54 P=PEEK (G+960) 
5S IF G+992=1269 THEN 57 ELSEIF P=156 THEN 56 ELSE27 
56 PRINT@G, CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G-32, CHR# (156) ; : PRINT@G—64 , CHR$ (204) ; : S=S-1:G=G-64:B 
=B-1:PLAY"OST255CBAGFEDC" : GOTO74 
57 IF P=156 THENSS ELSE 29 

PRINT@G, CHR$ (156) 5 : PRINT@G-32, CHR$ (252) 5 : PRINT@G-64 , CHR (204) ; 
7=: G=G—-64: S=S-1: B=B-1 : PLAY "OST25SCBAGFEDC" : GOTO74 
P=PEEK (6+1828) 

61 IF G+1026=1269 THEN 64 ELSEIF P=156 THEN62 ELSEIF P=252 THEN63 ELSE29 
62 PRINT@G,CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G+2, CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G+4 , CHR$ (204) ; :S=S-1:G=G+4: B=B- 
1: PLAY"OST2SSCBAGFEDC" : GOTO74 
63 PRINT@G, CHR$ (156) ; s PRINT@G+2, CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G+4 , CHR$ (204) ; :S=S-1:B=B-1: T=T+ 
1:PLAY"OST2SSCBAGFEDC": GOTO71 

IF P=156 THEN 65 ELSE29 
PRINT@G, CHR$ (156) ;  PRINT@G+2, CHRS (252) ; : PRINT@G+4, CHRS (204) 
S=S-1: Z=@: G=G+4: B=B-1 : PLAY"OST2SSCBAGFEDC" : GOTO74 
PRINT@G, CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G-2, CHR$ (204) 5: T=T+1:GOTO71 
PRINT@G, CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G+32, CHR$ (204) ; : T=T+1:GOTO71 
PRINT@G, CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G-32, CHR$ (204) 5: T=T+1:GOTO71 



7® PRINT@G,CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@G+2,CHR$ (204) 
71 FOR X=@TOSSS: NEXT: SOUND227 , 6: SOUND232, 6: SOUND239 , 5: SOUND232, 6: SOUND239 , 3: SOUN 
D232, 6: SOUND239,9 
72 POKE1277,A:POKE1278,B:PRINT@416," THE GENERAL HAS WON AFTER":PRINT@448," 

MAKING"; T; "MOVES 
73 FORD=@ TO 5@00:NEXT:GOTO183 
74 ‘<C> J.D.B. 31/1/84 <C> 
75 T=T+1:IF S=>1@ THEN 77 
76 IF S<1@ THEN 79 
77 A=49:POKE1277,A:POKE1278,B:IF B=48 THEN B=58 
78 GoTOsa 
79 A=48:POKE1277,A:POKE1278,B:1F B=48 THEN B=58 
8@ FOR X=416 T0447:PRINT@X ,CHR$(224) 5 
81 IFS=3 THEN71 
82 SP=0 
83 POKE1445,32 
84 PRINT@416, "which"; :PRINT@422, "soldier"; 
85 INPUTDS 
86 IF D$="A1" 
87 IF 
88 IF 
89 IF 
90 IF D$="D2" 
91 IF D$="A3" 
92 IF D$="C3" 
93 IF D$="E3" 
94 IF D$="B4" 
95 IF 
96 IF 
97 IF 
98 IF 
99 IF 
100 IF 
101 IF 
102 IF 
103 IF D$="E7" 
104 IF D$="CB" 
105 IF 
1@6 GOTO1e8 
107 SOUND1,5:T=T-1: GOTO 74 
108 FORX=416 TO 434:PRINT@X ,CHR$ (224) ; :NEXT 
109 POKE1459,60:POKE1471 ,62:POKE1465,32 
110 PRINT@436, "press"; : PRINT@442, "arrow"; 
111 BS=INKEY$:IF BS="" THEN 111 
112 IF B$=CHR$(8) THEN115 ELSEIF B$=CHR$(1@) THEN129 
113 IF B$=CHR$(94) THEN142 ELSEIF B$=CHR$(9) THENISS 
114 SOUND 1,5:GOTO8O 
115 FOR X=435 TO 447:PRINT@X,CHR$(224) ; :NEXT 
116 IF Z=1 THEN 122 
117 L=PEEK(1024+SP) : M=PEEK (1022+SP) 
118 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN119 ELSEIF L=172 ANDM=252 THEN 121 ELSE114 
119 PRINT@SP,CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@SP-2, CHR$ (172) 5 
12®@ GOTO23 
121 PRINT@SP ,CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@SP-2, CHR$ (172) ; : Z=1:GOTO2S 
122 IF SP+1024=1269 THEN 126 
123 L=PEEK (1024+SP) : M=PEEK (1822+SP) 
124 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 125 ELSE114 
125 PRINT@SP,CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@SP-2,CHR$(172);:Z=1:GOTO 23 
126 L=PEEK (1024+SP) : M=PEEK (1822+SP) 
127 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 128 ELSE114 
128 PRINT@SP , CHR$(252) ; : PRINT@SP-2,CHR$ (172) ;:Z=0:GOTO 23 
129 FOR X=435 TO 447:PRINT@X ,CHR$ (224) ; :NEXT 
130 IF Z=1 THEN 135 
131 L=PEEK (1024+SP) :M=PEEK (1856+SP) 
132 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 133 ELSEIF L=172 AND M=252 THEN 134 ELSE114 
133 PRINT@SP , CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@SP+32, CHR$ (172) 
134 PRINT@SP , CHR$ (156) 5 : PRINT@SP+32,CHR$(172) ;:Z=1:GOTO 23 
135 IF SP+1024=1269 THEN 139 

D$="1B" THEN SP=199 
D$="1D" THEN SP=263 
D$="2A" THEN SP=169 
D$="2C" THEN SP=233 
D$="2E" THEN SP=297 
D$="3B" THEN SP=203 
D$="3D" THEN SP=267 
D$="4A" THEN SP=173 
D$="4C" THEN SP=237 
D$="4E" THEN SP=301 
D$="SB" THEN SP=207 
D$="5D" THEN SP=271 

D$="1A" THEN SP=167 ELSEIF D$="Bi" 
D$="1C" THEN SP=231 ELSEIF D$="D1" 
D$="1E" THEN SP=295 ELSEIF D$="A2" 
D$="2B" THEN SP=2@1 ELSEIF D$="C2" 
D$="2D" THEN SP=265 ELSEIF D$="E2" 
D$="3A" THEN SP=171 ELSEIF D$="B3" 
D$="3C" THEN SP=235 ELSEIF D$="D3" 
D$="3E" THEN SP=299 ELSEIF D$="A4™ 
D$="4B" THEN SP=285 ELSEIF D$="C4" 
D$="4D" THEN SP=269 ELSEIF D#="E4" 
D$="5A" THEN SP=175 ELSEIF D$="BS" 
D$="SC" THEN SP=239 ELSEIF D$="D5" 
D$="SE" THEN SP=3@3 ELSEIF D$="A6" D$="6A" THEN SP=177 
D$="6B" THEN SP=209 ELSEIF D$="C6" D$="6C" THEN SP=241 
D$="6D" THEN SP=273 ELSEIF D$="E6" OR D$="6E" THEN SP=3@5 

THEN SP=179 ELSEIF D$="B7" OR D$="7B" THEN SP=211 
THEN SP=243 ELSEIF D$="D7" OR Ds: THEN SP=275 
THEN SP=307 ELSEIF D$="BS" OR D# THEN SP=213. 

D$="8C" THEN SP=245 ELSEIF D$="D8" OR D#="8D" THEN SP=277 
D$="9C" THEN SP=247 ELSEIF SP=@ THEN 107 
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136 L=PEEK (1824+SP) :M=PEEK (1056+SP) 
137 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 138 ELSE114 
138 PRINT@SP , CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@SP+32,CHR$(172);:Z=1:GOTO 23 
139 L=PEEK (1024+SP) : M=PEEK (1056+SP) 
14@ IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 141 ELSE114 
141 PRINT@SP, CHR# (252) ; : PRINT@SP+32, CHR (172) ; : Z=@: GOTO2S 
142 FOR X=435 TO 447:PRINT@X ,CHR$(224) ; :NEXT 
143 IF Z=1 THEN 148 
144 L=PEEK (1024+SP) : M=PEEK (992+SP) 
145 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 146 ELSEIF L=172 AND M=252 THEN 147 ELSE114 
146 PRINT@SP , CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@SP-32, CHR$ (172) 5 :GOTO2S 
147 PRINT@SP ,CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@SP-32, CHR$ (172) 3: Z=1:GOTO2S 
148 IF SP+1024=1269 THEN 152 
149 L=PEEK (1024+SP) :M=PEEK (992+SP) 
150 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 151 ELSE114 
151 PRINT@SP ,CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@SP-32,CHR$ (172) ;:Z=1:GOTO 25 
152 L=PEEK (1024+SP) : M=PEEK (992+SP) 
153 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 154 ELSE114 
154 PRINT@SP , CHR$ (252) ; : PRINT@SP—32, CHR# (172) ;:Z=@:GOTO2S 
155 FOR X=435 TO 447:PRINT@X ,CHR$ (224) 5 NEXT 
156 IF Z=1 THEN 161 
157 L=PEEK (1024+SP) :M=PEEK (1026+SP) 
158 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 159 ELSEIF L=172 AND M=252 THEN 160 ELSE114 
159 PRINT@SP ,CHR$ (156) ; : PRINT@SP+2, CHR (172) 5: GOTO2S 
160 PRINT@SP , CHR (156) ; : PRINT@SP+2,CHR$ (172) ;:Z=1:GOTO2S 
161 IF SP+1024=1269 THEN 165 
162 L=PEEK (SP+1024) :M=PEEK (1026+SP) 
163 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 164 ELSE114 
164 PRINT@SP, CHR# (156) ; :PRINT@SP+2,CHR#(172)5;:Z=1:GOTO 25 
165 L=PEEK (1024+SP) :M=PEEK (1826+SP) 
166 IF L=172 AND M=156 THEN 167 ELSE114 
167 PRINT@SP,, CHR (252) ; : PRINT@SP+2,CHR$ (172) 3: Z=@: GOTO2S 
168 CLS:PRINT@96,"A SOLDIER IS REPRESENTED BY = ";CHR#(175) 
169 PRINT:PRINT"THE GENERAL IS REPRESENTED BY ";CHR$(207):PRINT:PRINT"THE CAMP I 
§ REPRESENTED BY "3 CHR$ (255) :PRINT:PRINT"EMPTY SQUARES ARE SHOWN BY ";CHRS 

(159):PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" press any key to continue” 
170 AS=INKEY$:IF AS="" THEN 170 
171 CLS:PRINT:PRINT"PERMITTED MOVES ARE UP,DOWN,LEFTAND RIGHT. THE GENERAL ALWAYS 
HASTHE FIRST MOVE WHICH IS A TAKINGMOVE.HE MOVES AROUND THE BOARD (BY PRESSING 

THE ARROW KEYS)ONE SQUARE AT A TIME,OR TWO IF HE ISTAKING A SOLDIER.JUMPED SOLD 

TERS"; 
172 PRINT"ARE REMOVED FROM THE BOARD.":PRINT"HIS OBJECTIVE IS TO REACH THE SAF 
ETY OF THE CAMP AND TO CLAIM VICTORY.IF HIS PATH IS BLOCKED HE MUST PRESS ‘S’ T 
OQ SURRENDER.":PRINT:PRINT" press any key to continue” 
173 A$=INKEY$:IF A$="" THEN 173 
174 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" THE SOLDIERS CAN ONLY MOVE ONE SPACE AT A TIME.THEIR OBJECT 

IVE IS TO PREVENT THE GENERAL MOVINGINTO THE CAMP.THEY DO THIS BY CROWDING HIM 
INTO A CORNER OR BYSURROUNDING HIM 2 DEEP SO HE" 

175 PRINT"CANNOT MOVE.IF THE GENERAL JUMPS17 SOLDIERS HE AUTOMATICALLY WINS B 

ECAUSE THE SOLDIERS LEFT CANNOT PREVENT HIM FROM REACHINGTHE CAMP. ":PRINT:PRINT 

"press any key to continue" 
176 A=INKEY$:IF A$="" THEN 176 
177 CLS:PRINT:PRINT"SOLDIERS ARE MOVED BY INPUTTING THEIR BOARD POSITIONS (EG. ‘C 
7'or7C’) PRESSING <ENTER> AND THEN PRESSING THE REQUIRED ARROW KEY. ":PRINT:PRIN 
T 
178 PRINT" press any key to continue" 
179 AS=INKEY$: IF AS=""THEN 179 
180 GOTO4 
181 SOUND147,11:SOUND133, 11:SOUND125, 11: SOUND1@8,11:SOUND89, 11 
182 PRINT@416," THE GENERAL HAS SURRENDERED":PRINT@448, "AFTER"; 1; "MOVES":FOR X 
=@ TO 5@00:NEXT ~ 

183 CLS:PRINT@2@1," PLAY AGAIN Y/N 

184 AS=INKEY$: IF A$=""THENI84 
185 IF A$<>"Y" THEN 186 ELSERUN 
186 CLS:END 



Floorway 
TI-99/4A £7 

Stainless, 10 Alstone Rd, Stock- involved — your oxygen supply. 
port, Cheshire A meter at the top of the screen 

indicates oxygen consumption. 
This is a difficult and intriguing Should this run out before you 
game for the unexpanded TI 
You must collect eight gems that 
are located along the screen, 
Only when all have been 
recovered can you enter the 
transporter that takes you on toa 
different layout. 

The problem is how to reach 
the gems. There seems to be only 

reach the transporter, or you fall 
too far, then it’s back to the 
beginning yet again. 

There are two versions of the 
game on tape. One uses the 
keyboard to control movement, 
the other requires a joysticl 
each works adequately. J. 

one route possible. instructions 90% 
Bricks are safe enough to walk playability 73% 

on, but footrests have the graphics 80% 
alarming habit of starting to value for money 80% 
disappear while you are standing cn them. Loitering too long on 
these may mean you are unable 
to use them on a planned return 
visit. 

If all this weren't overwhelm- 
ing enough, another factor is 

The Bag 
Bounder/ 

Food of the 
Gods 

TI-99/4A £7 
Stainless, 10 Alstone Rd, Stock- 
port, Cheshire 

These two games are described as 
being suitable for the youngest 
member of the family (though 
how young is not specified), or 
the arcade novice. Both are very 
similar, but The Bag Bounder is 
the easier of the two. ’ 

In both, the screen shows aj, 
cross section of floorways with, 
lone-way or two-way ladders, or 
simply a turinel for access to each 
floor. Various nasties guard the| 
lobjects that you seek. In Bag 
Bounder this is bags of money,| 
and in Food of the Gods you 
collect hearts stolen by an evil 
god. 

The keyboard controls your 
movement. S and D keys control, 
lwatking left and right and thef 
spacebar is used to jump. When| 

Enduro 

Fast-action ; 
fun 

Here's a selection of the latest 
arcade games for you to 

savour. Read the advice of our 
experts to help you decide ‘a 

i yr. 
Meitdown 

48K Spectrum 
£5.95 

Kerian, 29 Gisburn Rd, Hessle, 
Hull HUI3 9HZ. 

which you can shoot. 
There is also floating debris 

which can hole your suit so that 
you die instantly from radiation 
penetration. 

The graphics are good, and I 
particularly liked the electrical 
zap room. Good use is also made 
of sound. My major criticisms 

Gone are the days when working 
for Acme meant you sold 
brushes door-to-door. In this 
offering you are working for 
Acme Nuclear Reactors, are that there is no joystick 
servicing reactors on the planet option, no points system or hall 
Haras. of fame and I found the sprites 

‘A reactor has leaked and moved a little too slowly for my 
spread radioactive coolant liking. MB. 
through the nine rooms of the 
installation. Wearing a jet- instructions 85% 
propelled spacesuit, your task is playability 85% 
to collect the coolant and return graphics 90% 
it to the centre room, at which value for money 85% 
point radiation levels will return 
to normal. 

You are hampered by two 
alien life forms, Sdog, which is 
indestructible and therefore you 
just get out of its way, and Slab, 

kk Kk ke 

River Raid 
48K Spectrum 

£7.99 
Activision, 15 Harley Hse, Mary-| 
lebone Rd, London NWI 

You are in a low flying aircraft, 
land your mission is to destroy ali 
the bridges you come to whilst 
following the path of a river. 

This is one of the few times| 
that 1 wish 1 had a. joystick,| 
although the keyboard controls 
are simple. The reason for this i 
that I got so involved that my 
fingers became numb after about 
two hours, just using left/right 
‘and fire. 

The scenery scrolls towards 
you, giving you the impression of] 
moving forwards. All the time} 
you are blasting bridges, the 
fenemy is after you with aircraft, 
tanks, ships and balloons. 

Of course, you soon run out of| 
fuel, so you have to find fuel 
dumps in the river and fly over 
them. Some of the hazards are 
very cleverly placed, if you miss 

it, comes to using ladders, 
however, you must find the| 
correct Key, which can be any o} 
these, to take you up or down.| 
This ‘seems to be different for| 
leach location. While you are} 
fumbling about, the ‘residen| 
monster has time to catch and| 
jgobble you up. 

This peculiarity with the key », 
movements is described as’ 
Jencouragement for the habit off 

self discovery, essential to all 
cts of learning. I found it 

irritating and ultimately boring. 

; 

structions 
playability 
‘graphics 
value for money 

5 

48K Spectrum 
£7.99 

‘Activision, 15 Harley Hse, Mary- 
lebone St,'London NWI 

machines in amusement arcades. 
If you bump into another car 

you don’t disintegrate, you just 
get slowed down for a while. 1 
found it interesting at first but 
after half an hour I had had 
enough, it began to get boring. 

The ‘graphics are nothing 
special, but everything does 
move smoothly, and the response 

Enduro is a car race which starts 
in one of the states of America, 
and finishes up in the same place. 

According to the description 
‘on the package you go through 
Baja's scorching desert sands, to the controls is positive instructions 100% 
through Montana, Tennessee, Playable, but not addictive. B.B. playability 100% New England, and back again: graphics 80% 
You don’t accomplish this in one instructions 100% value for money 90% 
day of course, you do get a sense playability 5 
of driving through the night, as graphics kkk well as through the day 

The usual control options are 
offered to you, and they are very 
simple: left/right brake/faster. 
The road and the scenery scroll 
towards you, thus giving the 
impression that the car is moving 
forwards. It’s similar to those 
large_ test-your-driving-skill 

value for money 

‘works smoothly, I foun 

going to try again. 

them you hit your’ fuel dump. 
The further up river you get, the 
Imore dangers you face, including 
‘very narrow river banks. 

The graphics are ordinary’ 
ships, tanks, etc, and everything 

itavery| 
addictive game. As soon as my 
fingers have recovered 1 am 
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FEATURE SPECTRUM PROGRAMMING 

According to the Sinclair hand- 
book, despite the complex 
layout of the display file, 
interactive games are easy, as 
you can detect a character at 
any screen position with the 
function SCREENS. However, 
what the handbook doesn’t tell 
you is that this function will 
‘only detect characters in the 
Spectrum’s existing character 
set. SCREENS does not work 
with user-defined characters, 
which, if you want your game 
to look good on the screen, are 
just the characters you will want 
to detect, 

Fortunately, there is a relativ- 
ely easy solution to this problem 
= redefine some of the existing 
characters to the characters you 
want, How? Read on and I'll 
explain, 

‘The Spectrum's character set 
(the data which defines which 
dots are INK and which are 
PAPER) exists in ROM, You 
‘can't change them in ROM, but 
what you can do if you want to 
alter some is to transfer this 
data to a safe place in RAM, 
where they can be altered, and 
change a system variable which 
is called CHARS in the hand- 
book. This system variable tells 
the computer where to start 
looking for the dot pattern 
when PRINTing a character on 
the screen. 

The first thing you must do is 
create a safe place in RAM to 
store the character set. This can 
be done by lowering RAMTOP, 
but this will be different for 16K 
and 48K machines. The follow- 
ing instructions are for the 48K 
Spectrum; if a different value is 
required for the 16K Spectrum, 
this is shown in square brackets. 
Lower RAMTOP with the 
direct command: 

CLEAR 64599 [31831]. 

‘This will leave enough space for 
the normal and UDG character 
sets. Now copy the character set 
=e ROM to the safe area 
with: 

64600 [31832} 
15616 TO 16383 

30 POKE x, PEEK i. 
40 LET x=x+1: NEXTi 

interactive 
games on 

the 
Spectrum 

want to know how to redefine 
existing characters? 

HCW ular David Nowotnik 
shows you how 

You can use the following 
short routine to redefine any 
character of ASCII code 
between 32 and 127 with the 
following routine; you enter 
your column of numbers one at 
a time, from the top down: 

10 INPUT 
code”; x 

20 LET x'=x +64334 (31576) 

“Enter character 

30 FOR i=0 TO7 
40 INPUT y 
$0 PRINT iy 
60 POKE x+i,y 
70 NEXT i 

You could, if you so desired, 
alter all 96 of the existing 
character set, then return the 
computer to’ the original set 
with the commands: 

POKE 23606,0 
POKE 23607,60 
CHARS with the commands: 

POKE 23606,88 
POKE 23607,251 [123] 

All should appear quite normal, 
except that your Spectrum is 
now accessing the copied 
character set every time 
something is printed on the 
screen. You can now redefine 
any character you want. 

The easiest way to do this is 
to use a special program 
designed for that purpose or 
design your characters 
manually. 

Take a sheet of paper and 
draw an 8 x 8 grid. Decide 
which squares will be “fon” and 
which will be “off” in your new 
character. Mark those ‘‘on"” 
with a cross. When you have 
finished, work along each row 
‘of the character, and assign the 
following value to a box if it is 
“on”; 

Add up the total for each row 
and write that value alongside 
the row. In the above example, 
dots with the value 64, 16, 2, 
and | ate “‘on’’, therefore the 
row total is (64 +16 + 2 + 1) 
= 83. When you have finished, 
you should have eight numbers 
all within the range 0 to 255. 

Finally alter the value of 

fpaetess 32 16 8 4 2 1 
i i I I T i i i 
1 1X1 >, at 1 1X1 X 1=83 
I 1 1 I 1 I 1 l I 
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Programming hints 
REM statements: Loop and 
sub-routine headings in upper 
case, REM notes in lower 
case. 
Ship bows (2030 and 2110): 
graphics A in inverse video 
mode, bows (2160). Graphics 
B in inverse video mode. 
Submarine’s bows (9510): 

inverse video mode; graphics 
‘A; 2 x space: B, and adding 
two extra spaces for each line 
The two space prints, line 
1120, are five and four spaces 
respectively. 
POKE 23607,49 scrambles 

print giving explosion effect 
Character set_ restored by 

S REM CRAFT AHOY 

10 
20 
30 
40 
so 
60 
7O 

REM — 
REM D.G. HUGHES 
REM 9th. JUNE 1984 
LET hsc=0: CLS : GO SUB 8000: 
GO SUB 9000: REM u/d gr 

GO SUB 9500: REM draw 
LET L=17: LET R=17: LET t1 

80 GO SUB 9400: REM torps 
90 LET sc=0 

100 REM MAIN LOOP 
110 LET h=INT (RND¥8) +1: 

(RND#*2) 
120 IF t1<=0 AND t2<=0 THEN GO TO 
130 IF sc<=-999 THEN GO TO 70 
140 PRINT AT 21,63" "ZAT 21,03" 

“HI-SC="3hsc 
150 GO SUB 1000: REM ship 
200 GO TO 100: REM LOOP END 

LET s=INT 

hhse highest score 
se score 
{1 number of torpedoes in left 

hand tube 
12 number of torpedoes in right 

hand tube 
L position of left hand torpedo 
R position of right hand torpedo 
h horizontal craft position 

(RND) 
's craft selection (RND) 
f flag selection (RND) 

How it works 
40-60 initial game preparation: 

establish high score, display 
instructions, set UDG, draw 

ables, fill torpedo 
100-200 " game supervisor loop: 

check score, specify random 
elements 

1000-2000 secondary supervisor 
Joop: sort all random feat- 
ures, call for execution of 
sub-routines 

2000-2220 sub-routines for craft 
assembly 

13000-3500 subroutine: check if 
torpedo is fired, report when 
each tube empty, update 
torpedo rack display, check 
for hits 

}3600-3990 — sub-routine for 
‘explosion, update score 

14000-4500 finish routine: check 
current score against high 
score, clear screen for next 
game 

13000-5250 sound sub-routines 
18000-8090 instruction sub-routine 
19000-9290 graphic assembly, 

report strings routines 
19400-9640 draw torpedo rack 

and bows of submarine 

REM inst 

LET t2=! 

(RND#5): LET #=INT 

4000: REM finish 

SCORE=";5c;AT 21,22; 



SPECTRI 

1000 REM SECONDARY LOOP 
1010 FOR n=O TO 27: LET d=0 
1040 GO SUB 3000: REM shoot 
1050 IF L<17 THEN GO SUB 3250: REM 1/h torp 
1060 IF R<17 THEN GO SUB 3450: REM r/h torp 
1070 IF #=0 AND s<=2 THEN PRINT AT h,n+1;" "3 INK 

1080 IF f=0 AND s>2 THEN PRINT AT h,29-n; INK 0; I 
NK 13" " 
1090 GO SUB s*50+2000: REM craft 
1100 NEXT n 
1110 FOR q=0 TO 3 
1120 PRINT AT h+q,0;" "SAT h+q,28;" “ 
1130 NEXT q = 
1140 IF f=1 THEN LET sc=sc-S0: PRINT INK 1;AT 0,0;r$( 
3, TO 31) 
1150 IF f=0 AND n>20 THEN PRINT AT 0,03r$(4, TO 32) 
1200 RETURN : REM 2nd.LOOP END 
2000 REM CRAFT 
2010 PRINT INK 1;AT h+1,n3 
2020 PRINT INK 1;AT h+2,n3 
2030 PRINT INK 1;AT h+3,n3 
2040 RETURN 
2050 PRINT INK 1;AT hyn3" "3 INK O;AT h,n+3 
1 THEN PRINT AT h,n+i;" “ 
2060 PRINT INK 1;AT h#i,n5" "3 INK 05 "smells; OVER 13 
AT h+1,n+3; "=" 
2070 IF n>24 THEN PRINT AT h+2,0;" " 
2090 RETURN 
2100 PRINT INK 1;AT ht+1,n; 
2110 PRINT INK 1;AT h+2,n3 
2115 IF n>24 THEN PRINT AT h+3 
2120 RETURN 
2150 PRINT INK 2;AT h+1,27-n3 
2160 PRINT INK 3;AT h+2,27-n3 
2190 RETURN 
2200 PRINT INK O;AT h+1,29-n 
PRINT INK O;AT h+1,29-n;"I 

2220 RETURN 
3000 REM SHOOT 
3010 IF INKEY$="1" AND t1>0 AND 
3020 IF INKEY$="0" AND t2>0 AND 
3030 RETURN 
3200 GO SUB 5200: REM sound 
3220 LET ti=ti-i: IF t1<=0 THEN PRINT AT 18,1;"PORT TU 
BE";AT 19,3;"EMPTY": LET ti=0: BEEP .1,30 
3230 PRINT OVER 1; INK 2;AT 21,11+t13 
3250 IF ATTR (L-2,13)<¢>105 THEN’ LET m=13: LET LR=L: GO 
TO 3600 

3260 LET L=L-1: IF L THEN LET L= 
3270 PRINT AT L,13;"_"3AT L-1,13;"E 
3260 IF L<3 THEN PRINT AT 1,133" * 
3300 RETURN 
3400 GO SUB 5200: REM sound 
3420 LET t2=t2-1: IF t2<=0 THEN PRINT AT 18,22; "STARBO 
ARD";AT 19,223; "TUBE EMPTY’ BEEP .1,30 
3430 PRINT OVER 1; INK 2;AT 21,20- 
3450 IF ATTR (R-2,18)<>105 THEN LET 
TO 3600 

3460 LET R=R-1: IF R<=1 THEN LET R=1 

INK 73" AB" 
INK 7; PAPER 5S; "ANgmIB" 

INK 2; PAPER 5; "“"™mimIA" 

IF f= 

3 INK 13" “z PAUSE 10: 

7 THN GO TO 3200 

7 THEN GO TO 3400 

7: RETURN 

8: LET LR=R: GO 

RETURN 
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“e™ 3470 PRINT AT R,18;" ";AT R-1,1 
3480 IF R<3 THEN PRINT AT 1,183 
3500 RETURN 
3600 REM HITS 
3610 PRINT AT LR-1,m;" " 
3620 POKE 23607,49 

AT LR-4,m3"X" 

0 TO 7: BORDER n: NEXT n 
3660 BEEP .05,RND*-40 
3670 NEXT m 
3680 POKE 23607,60 

3930 PRINT AT k,i;" “: NEXT jz: NEXT k 
3940 PAPER 5: INK LET L=17: LET R=17 
3950 FOR n=O TO 16: PRINT AT n,13;" "3AT no 

0,0;r#(1, TO 31) 

0,0;r$(2, TO 31) 
3980 IF t1<=0 AND t2<=0 THEN GO TO 4000 
3990 GO TO 100 
4000 REM FINISH 
4020 IF sc>hsc THEN LET hsc=sc: PRINT AT 
3 INVERSE NEW HI-SCORE WELL DONE “ 
4030 PRINT AT 21,53" "3AT 21,275" 
4040 PRINT AT 21,0; "SCORE=";sc3AT 21,223; "H 
4050 FOR g=1 TO 20 
4060 PRINT INK 7;AT 8,5+g; FLASH 1;9#(1,g 
4070 PAUSE 10: NEXT g 
4080 PAUSE 500: FOR g=1 TO 20 
4090 PRINT INK RND#¥4;AT 8,5+g; FLASH 1;9$ 
4100 PAUSE 30 
4110 FOR g=0 TO 15 
4120 PRINT INK 1;AT 8,g;" “sAT 10,31-g;" "SAT 10,g3" " 
4130 PAUSE 10: NEXT g 

4140 FOR g=0 TO 31 
4150 PRINT INK 1;AT 0,93" “z: NEXT g 
4200 PRINT AT 18,13 3AT 19,25 
q2u" AT 19,215" . 
4500 GO TO 70 
5000 REM SOUND 
5100 FOR TO 2: LET bp=35 
5110 FOR 04 TO .005 STEP -.01 
5120 LET bp=bp+S: BEEP b,bp: NEXT b: 
5130 PAUSE 7: NEXT u 
5170 IF #=0 THEN FOR b=O TO -30 STEP ~-10: 
AUSE 15: NEXT b 

EXT b: BEEP .5,5 
5190 RETURN 
S200 BEEP .01,50: BEEP .01,60: BEEP .01,50 
5250 RETURN 
8000 REM INST 

APER 33 INK 6; FLASH 1;AT LR-2,m-13"XXX"3A 

36970 PAUSE 10: BORDER 1: GO SUB 5100: REM sound 
3920 FOR k=12 TO O STEP -1: FOR j=O TO 31 STEP 4 

3960 IF f=1 THEN LET sc=sc+10#(10-h): PRINT INK 1;AT 

3970 IF #=0 THEN LET sc=sc-20*(10-h): PRINT INK 1;AT 

5180 IF #=1 THEN FOR b=0 TO 2: BEEP .05,10: PAUSE 7: N 

8010 PRINT AT 1,1;"Craft + SUBMARINE SPECTRUM ";AT 3,2 

7183" "=: NEXT 

10,3; FLASH 1 

I-si ="shsc 

) 

(2,9) NEXT g 

“SAT 8,31-g;" 

“3AT 18 

BEEP .1,b: P 
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: THE COMMANDER " 
8020 PRINT AT 5,1;"Mission: To intercept and dest 

roy enemy sipping in the Interface Straits until 
supplies are exhausted" 

8030 PRINT AT 10,1;“Warning: Allied craft flag code 

*** diagonal #***" 
8035 PRINT AT 13,1;"Firing Codez:";AT 14,8;"1=L/H Tube + 

O=R/H Tube";AT 15,8;"5 Torpedoes per tube" 
8040 PRINT AT 17,7;"Press ‘s’ to enter";AT 18,7; "Inter 

ace Straits" 
8050 PRINT AT 20,9;"Message ends" 

8060 IF INKEY: s" OR INKEY$="S" THEN PRINT AT 21,113 

FLASH 1; INK 2;" STANDBY ": RETURN 

8090 GD TO 8060 
9000 REM GRAPHICS 
9010 FOR n=144 TO 152 

97020 FOR j=0 TO 7: READ q 
9030 POKE USR CHR$ n+i,q 
9040 NEXT j: NEXT n 

9050 DATA 1,3,7,15,31,63, 127,255 
9060 DATA 128, 192,224,240, 248, 252,254,255 
9070 DATA 0,0,31,79,103,115,121,0 

9080 DATA 0,0,7,15,12,12,12,12 
9090 DATA 24,60,0,60,60,60,24,60 
9100 DATA 2,7,4,4,19,250,26,27 
9110 DATA 24,60,24,24,8,24,60,60 
9120 DATA 12,12,8,31,26,251,119,14 
9130 DATA 48,48,32,48,56,251,125,1 
9200 BRIGHT 1: INK 1: PAPER 5S: BORDER 1: CLS 
9210 DIM g#(2,20) 
9220 LET g#(1, TO 20) 
9230 LET g#(2, TO 20) 
9240 DIM r#(4,32) 
9250 LET r#(1, TO 32)=" SEND ‘EM TO A WATERY GRAVE 

GAME OVER " 
Ew mIsston" 

9260 LET r#(2, TO 32)=" LOOK QUT! THAT WAS OUR ADMIRAL 

9270 LET r#(3, TO 32)=" LOOK LIVELY YER LAND LUBBER 

9280 LET r#(4, TO 32)=" THREE CHEERS FOR OUR NAVY 

9290 RETURN 
9400 REM TORPS 
9410 FOR n=11 TO 20 
9420 PRINT AT 21,n;" 
9440 RETURN 
9500 REM DRAW BOWS 

9510 CLS : PRINT AT 17,14;"AMMB";AT 18,135 
9,12; "ARE" 5 AT 20, 11;" en 
9520 PLOT 84,0: DRAW 0,12 

9530 DRAW 36,5. DRAW 16,0,-PI/2 

9540 DRAW 36,-36: DRAW 0,-12 
9550 FOR n=120 TO 85 STEP -8 
9560 PLOT n,n-80: DRAW 0,8 
9570 PLOT 255-n,n-80: DRAW 0,8 
9580 NEXT n 
9610 PLOT 112,40: DRAW 0,3 
9620 DRAW 8,8: DRAW 16 —PI/2 
9630 DRAW 7,-7: DRAW 0,-3 
9640 RETURN 

NEXT no 
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Air Traffic 
Control 

48K Spectrum 
£9.95 

Mikro-Gen, 44 The Broadway, 
Bracknell, Berks 

Though a substantial program, 
Air Traffic Control loads very 
quickly using Mikro-Gen’s 
Hyper Load facility. It is 
fascinating to watch, and 

ig to play. iv’s a 
ion of controlling a 

section of air space. 
The planes are shown with a 

market and their call-signs on a 
simulated radar screen which 
overlays a map of the area 
Beacons and air lanes, and a 
danger area are also shown, You 
must give each plane it’s own air 
space, at a height and speed such 
that no collisions occur, and then 
hand it on to the next sector. 

Military aircraft which are not 
under your control cross your 
sector as do slow moving twin 
prop aircraft. You must ensure 
adequate separation, even when 
‘a 737 depressurises ‘and has to 
drop in height. 

Much more information such 
as destination and aircraft type is 
also given, so that even on level 
fone your interest is held. Level 
nine is so crowded that not even 
a real controller could cope. 

The package has a keyboard 
overlay and a manual which 
must be studied. 

As absorbing as a 
simulator, but different! 

flight 
DM. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Leisure Genius, 3 Montagu Row, 
London WHI 1AB 
Have you ever come across a 
game that’s so testing and so 
addictive that getting bored with 
it would require playing it ywenty 
five hours a day, eight days a 
week? 
Now you can play, without 

doubt, what must be’ the best 
game ever written for the BBC. 
It’s not only great entertainment 
but also superbly presented, with 
one of the best instruction 
booklets I’ve ever seen, 

No-one needs reminding that 
Scrabble is a board game which 
invdlves the placing of letters on 
a chequered type board to form 
words, but all words must join 
others, crossword style. 
The computer has a 

1 2S 2 

and it proves a worthy oppon 
There are four levels of ski 
level 1 is beatable but level 4 is 
way above my standard, but is 
suprisingly fast at about one 
minute per move. 

The Mode seven board takes 
some getting used to, but after a 
while you get to know it like the 
back of your hand. 

Thanks, Leisure Genius, for a 
‘magnificent game that can only 
be described as next to perfect, 

MB. 
instructions 100% 
ease of use 95% 
display 95% 
value for money 100% 

kak kk *& 

vocabulary of over 8,000 words, 

CDA 
Oric £3 

INJH, 66 Dudley Rd, Brighton, 
Sussex BNI 7GL 
ICDA is a rather simple character 
generator. 

When the program is run, you 
lare asked to enter the character 
lyou want to redefine. Here’s the 
first snag. You can choose a 
‘normal ASCII character by 
pressing the appropriate 
Icharacter but to enter characters 
Inot directly available from the » 
keyboard, you enter the ASCII 
code. This may sound reasona 
if you could see what figure 
you're typing in. There's no 
cross reference so you must look 
lup the ASCII code in the user's 

— 

sophisticated either. You design. 

lcursor-on-a-grid fashion but 
there are many short-comings. 
For a start, there is no wrap- 

\MJaround and’ there are no useful 
“facilities such as rotate, invert 

and clear. There is no facility for 
defining more than one character 
at a time either 

Perhaps the most frustrating] 
is that you cannot see your! 

Icharacter in actual size as it is| 
being edited and you are not| 
Igiven the necessary values for the} 
redefined character. To top it all, 
you cannot save or load the: 
redefined characters from withing 

the program. SS. 
instructions 70%| 
ease of use 10%] 
display 30% 
value for money 30% 

Cae 

Find out how good you are at 
the English language or save 

lives at 20,000 feet 

Kensington 
CBM 64 £12.95 

Leisure Genius, 3 Montagu Row, 
London WIH 1AB 

This, is definitely a_ thinking 
man’s game — no quick-reflex, 
laser-zapping for arcade freaks 
It is a board game which requires 
skill and strategy 
When first released, Kensing. 

ton was billed as the best game 
since Monopoly. It failed to 
justify expectation. This 
computerised version ‘doesn’t 
really improve matters 
Although, in all fairness, it does 
provide an opponent. 

For those not familar with the 
»Y original game, the board/screen 

displays a number of intercon- 
necting hexagons. In the first 
stages, counters are placed on the 
board. In the second stage, 
players move the stones in an 
attempt to occupy the six points 

of a white hexagon, or a hexagon 
of their own colour. 
The controls are a bit awkward 

and slow. It would be a good 
idea to make use of the joystick 
instead of the keyboard. Plenty 
of options are provided at the 
start for varying the game. Three 
levels of play are available, and 
the hardest plays a testing game. 

Perhaps this version. will 
appeal to board-gamers, but it 
didn’t really excite me. Despite 
attractive packaging, I found the 
price a bit steep. T.M.H. 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

4 

as a 
Lingo 

32K BBC £12.95 
Complete Microcomputer Ser-| 
Vices, 32-38 Osnaburgh Street, 
London NW1 3ND My 
have often had the feeling that 
there should be more computer 
Jzames for several players. This 
program is designed for one to 
four players, although the 
fascination of’ playing on your 
lown is hard to see. 

You are dealt, in a very long- 
winded manner, 12 words from 
the computers’ list, and you have 
to try to make ‘these into a 
Jgramatically correct and. mean- 

egg ineful English sentence. 
You have a whole series of 

joining words and word endings 
available and. you score by the 
complexity of the sentence you 
build. 

Needless to say the computer 
Jcan't understand your sentences, 
so your fellow players. have 
to approve your work before 
scoring. 

‘The sentences have to make| 
sense but can be surreal, 
extraordinary or just plain silly. 
In short this is ‘a word based 
‘game which would be better 
played using cards. 

The only thing that_ the 
computer does well is provide a 
score. Everything else is made 
more’ complex by using the 
machine. 

It might be fun the first time, but I cannot see anyone really spending an evening round the 
micro just to play this game. 

D.C. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 
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‘other faults that may lead to 
an explosion 

62-65 control x positioning of 

300-340 print planet surface 
490-410 explosion routine 

message following 
Pe xplosion "wi veeson” for 

message following 

480-488 another GO? if landed 
490-496 high score 
'500-520 sound 

[CA cause for explosion 30000-30082, sprite data 

REM aA A A: 
REM HELI-LAND 
REM#E BY 
Leech sae CLARKE 

aE 

eats WENEXT : NEXT : GOSUB256 



28 POKEV+S 3124: Ie 
POKEV+i1> 188:P1 
POKEY+16, 32: FE: 
POKEY+4@, 1 > POKEY+41.6°POKEW+42. 11 
POKEY+43, 7: POKEY+45,9 
POKEY+21,63°POKEY+39, 1: PO=1>MU=5 

39 POKEV+30,@:POKEY+31,8 

‘Ss MU=2 

FE=I las ‘S: i 

0 a WHIGH SPEED": GOTO4aa 
LD=! PEEKCV+30) IFSP<=2GAND< ¢LDAND1 >= 

@ IFCPEEKC¥+31)AND1 >=1 THENCAS=" 
2 IND< ¢LDANDI 1 SUEDE 

632 

67 IFX>-1LANDY>- TTHENPOKEV#1, Y:POKEV,X 
68 GOSUBS19 GoTO4a 

PRINT " SHsteleleledeteTerete Delete tetelelelelelstei ris EL 
jO FUEL": GOTO49a 

HM SBRSSSPEED: 84" | ABSCINTCSP >) 5 

IFSP=QTHENPR INT "ft" 
IFSPCOTHENPRINT"}—aJPR—" 5 
IFSP>@THENPRINT "f-SD0WINii 
IFSP>2QTHENPRINT" @@ HIG 

SP<=20THENPRINT" fia GOOD " 
WIPOINTS : 2" | PT 

NAWELCOME TO:" 
KES328G. G: POKES: 
Ss asia 

ISE JOYSTICK IN PORT 1 GR: Meo 
oInAaL" 

ae 
[pret ae 

RCTRLA/ KEYBOARD NRC 
ZCTRLAM_RCONTROLSM le" 

PRINT" (ei 
PRINT" AG. 
PRINT" A 
PRINT" Ne 
PRINT" SBR i AND S°@SPACESA‘M@ FOR @°FIRE“": RETURN 
PRINT" Sleten WEPRESS A KEY TO GO ON" :FORT=1T020: GETAS: NEXT 



258 dea €197 =64THEH253: 
cea THIS IS sHELI-LAND” ea 

ED. HEL I-* 
WEL STRONG" 

3 BRRIGRAYITATIONAL FIELD PULLING vou" 
278 PRINT" SBBRBITOWARDS THE ROCKY SURFACE OF” 

AJAYIN IV." 
POREROL HAVE FIVE ue PLACES AND" 

" 

282 PRINT" Sam 10 NOT STOUCH STHE ROCKS," 
0 TRY NOT TO RUN QUT OF SFUEl 

290 PRINT" SmI BRERESS 3H KEY TO GO ON": PoRTeiT020: GETA$: NEXT 

294 RETURN - 
*POKES3281,8 

34@ RETURN 
409 POKEZO40. MB: MB=MB+1 *POKEY+39, 1 :POKEY+29, 1 
462 POKEWA, 129° GOSUB418 
404 X=15: IFMB=247THENPOKE2240, ME * FORK=1STOGSTEP—. 1: POKEHF.4:POKEHF+7,5 
406 POKEVO. x: IFMB=247THENNEXTS : GOTO4Sa 
468 FORD=1T0100:NEXTD GoTOde 
410 POKEHF+7. 1: POKEHF »2:Ri 
454 POKEV+21, :POKEY,@:POKE 
452 PRINT" IMMRBIEHARD LINES 

PRINT" MBOIAYOU YE JUST DEE-SNITTY-GRATED! 1" 
CAI co a 

GOSUBS24-POKEV+2t, 1 :PRINT "cIelee BRIO! ! MBUCK SROGERSS! 1": POKEVO,8 
RU a ay LANDED VERY WELL! co 

OR 

PRESS “FIRE” TO GO AGAIN” 
“N* TO QUIT" 

EEK (S6321 9=239THEN? 

473 PRINT "CRP RBRIBYE BYE! ! 11": END 
iPRINT"SBBBFPRESS “FIRE* TO GO AGAIN" 
i “NTO QUIT" 

ml ToHEST ET 1S a"5HS 
494 PRINT" AMBER OUR SCORE IS a's FT 
496 RETURN 
$09 YOSS4296 :HF=54273-LF=S4272 AT=S4277 
S02 SU=S¢275 > WA=S4276. 
5Q@4 POKEAT. 32: POKESHU. 255+ POKELF43,3 
Sao POKEAT+7: POKESU+7) 255: POKEWA+7, 129° RETURN 
518) POKEVO. 15> POKEMA, 65 -POKEHF » MU: POKEHF +7, 8° RETURN, 
52a FORK=1 70S: FORD=1 703G: POKEHF. kK: POKEHF»D: NEAT NEST «POKEHF,@: RETURN 
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a* 8 8 eH HH HH HH 
SAVE...SAVE...SAVE 

DISCOUNT COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE * 
BBC Model B + Cassette recorder + Five games ...£385 

® Acorn Electron 
Sinclair Spectrum 48K + six games. 

® BBC Model B Disc Drive fro 
Sinclair QL. 

* Prices include VAT & P&P. 
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE FOR ATARI * BBC * 

* CBM 64 x VIC-20 * SPECTRUM * 
ORIC 1 % TEXAS 99/4 

%® =~ Send no money. For free list send SAE stating 
ie machine type to: 

ek & 

” RAMTOPS 7 °siisztx criciphonc oct 23 8 
ee RRR HH HH 
Lantern..Games That Shine 
Sage FOR THE TI99 4A 

sraphics 
£5-95 Bees 

HAFFENDEN ROAD TENTERDEN KENT| 
‘TN30 6QD. 'Send cheque or postal order to’ —_ 

‘THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM BRS 
(© MASSIVEDATAMASE Pooirwinner sa sophisicated Pools 

CHEADLE, CHESHIRE. @ 061-428 7425 
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Jet Pac 
BBC B £7.95 

Ultimate, The Green, Ashby-de- 
la-Zouch, Leics LE6 53U 

Ultimate's new game for the 

hovering spaceman genre. 
The idea of the game is to 

‘move an astronaut around the 
MODE 2 screen ig a Jet-Pac 
to collect fuel and components 
for a spaceship in order to blast 
off to the next planet. 

‘The astronaut has a powerful 
Jaser gun with repeat-fire facility 
which can destroy iens in 

different type of ali 
according to the packaging there 
is a universe of planets. So far I 
have seen three! 

Also on the planets are bonus 
objects such as gold bars and 
liquids, which float down the 
sereen and stay for a few seconds 
before disappearing. 

This is a fast, colourful arcade 
game with good graphics and 
excellent sound. 1 liked the 
opening music. Perhaps the 
game is a bit repetitive, but good 
fun to play overall. DAA. 

70% instructions 

iy 
T 99/ £3.50 of Fame shows the score and 

Softi, 14 Station Rd, Brough, N- your place in it, but there is no 
Humberside HUIS IDY best score feature incorporated. 

The S and D keys control left 
This is a car rally game which ‘and right movements of the car, 
takes place in three stages. You but some numeric keys can 
guide a car down a forest path control speed and cornering. 1 
avoiding the trees and huts that found trying to use these most 
scroll up the screen. difficult, partly because of not 

Providing the car is not too being very dextrous, but mainly 
damaged to continue, you then because they do not work as 

66% 
80% 
75% 

flocks. This does not make the playability 
‘game easy, however, as there are graphics 
lots of aliens and’ the Jet-Pac value for money 
controls are very fast 

steer along a winding mountain- expected. 
‘ous path before crossing water This game needs Extended 
‘over a steep bridge. In the final BASIC. tw. 
part you drive along a crowded 
motorway, dodging the traffic. instructions 40% 

AL the end of each stage the playability 40% 
number of penalty pionts gained graphics 70% 
fare shown. You have three cars value for money 80% 
with which to compete. Your 
final score depends on the 
number of stages completed and and 

responsive, making it difficult to ie dil dle 
control. 
Each planet contains a 

ind you get this pyjama drama 
featuring a sleep-walking Wally 
leeks. 
Using a variety of joysticks or 
finable keys, you must guide 

the bed-capped hero through the , 

muncing or spinning Whotsits, 
(0 find the alarm clock, which » 
ill wake him up in time for 
ork. 
As. you progress, you find 

jects, only two of which can be 
arried, to aid you. These include 
eys to open locked doors. You 

sustained by snooze energy 

shy buy it? First, it’s cheaper, 
id second, these graphics really 

fe super, with great detail and 
ry smooth animation. 
‘My number one tester loved 

the way Wally can be made to 
lide down bannisters! An 
jormous ‘variety of articles 
sail you, and in the Video 

ie room, there's even Space. 
invaders played with roast 
thicken, and knives and forks. 
‘Good fun, even if not origi 

Value for money 

fy 

oure, avoiding multitudes of | 

hich is lost when a Whotsit 
rabs you, and is restored by 
ting the food. 
If the plot’s not original, then 

D.M. 

80% 
100% 
100% 
85% 

x. 

games, chosen by our experts 

Richmond TW10 6TF 

Arabia. 

devoted to a 
of the action. These pictures are 

your character about. 

desert and locate a secret cave to 
return the gold to the village 
elders who are waiting there. 

Playing the game is a mixture 
of moving the character around 
the screen via the joystick or 
keyboard and entering two word 
commands. This is accompanied 
by mysterious music. 
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Astounding 
adventure: 
amazing 
arcade 

Whatever your taste you 
‘ should find somethin 
you here. A high quali 

This 
Melbourne Hse, Castle Yard, game 

adventurer. The range of text 
‘commands is not so vast that you 

‘This is an adventure game set in spend hours at one point 
graphics help the realism and 1 

The top half of the screen is like being able to use the 
i-resolution picture joystick. 

The game uses a fast load 
not static but scroll smoothly system so it loads in only three 
across the screen as you move minutes. Le 

The object of the game is to instructions 
carry out a raid on the Sultan’s playability 
fortress and recover some stolen graphics 
gold. You then return to the value for money 

‘any bonuses awarded, minus all 
penalties. 

‘At the end of the game a Hall 

os: 

Kokotoni Wilf 
48K Spectrum 

£5.95 
Elite, 55 Bradford, Walsall WS! " 
3QD 

Going in search of the picces of a 
shattered Dragon Amulet, Koko- 
toni Wilf is the winged 
lapprentice of i: 
Ulrich. 

He has been transported back 
finto a time when there were 
dinosaurs stalking the earth, 
jalthough these particula 
reatures are immobile, it’s 

Jdangerous even to touch them, 
He must dodge various flying 

creatures, and the obligatory 
spiders ‘of course, and he 
Iwanders in and out of various 
locations, under your control. 

The controls are very simple, 
left-right and up, are all 
jare required, and Wilf moves 
smoothly in response. 

The plot may differ 
land the scenery is a 
different to many, but the game 

Zfollows the well worn path of 
previous graphic adventure 
games. 

Not, I hasten to add, that this 
¢ isn’t playable, itis, but it's 

inot what I would call addictive... 
not many are. 

Probably the best’ classi 
tion is that it is average in its 
lass, which means that it is 

better than some, and worse than 

the magi in 

tosuit | 
set of 

@ nicely thought out 
for the apprentice 

The 

thers. BB. 
pd fnsructins 1009 

syability 
800% iphics 85% 
0% value for money 80% 



ADVENTUREMANIA IS IN THE TOP 100 GAMES |] Fesyerhpest abide 
FOR 1984 AND IT’S TI-99/4A 

SEE THE TOP 100 CHARTBUSTERS IN GAMES COMPUTING NOV. 8 
GET A COPY OF THIS GRAPHIC & TEXT ADVENTURE £5.95 

OUR LATEST AND GREATEST Electrics 
Software for the TI-99/4A 

MEET US AT THE 1984 0 
MANCHESTER TI-99/4A HOME > 2173 CASSETTE SOFTWARE 
COMPUTER EXHIBITION. AT 
THE RITZ, WHITWORTH 
STREET WEST (CITY CENTRE), 
MANCHESTER. SATURDAY 3RD 
NOV. 1984 10AM-SPM 

Santa 
and the Goblins 

Fun-Pac3. 
SANTA jour abc library case ANDTHEGOBLINS. (ousic) 6595 Allfour above in library ca 

PD os "pense. Cobian Even COLLINS Educational | 

*OUR PRICE £9.95 s 
ATARISOFT for T1-99/48 

Pack 2 

+ © SPECIAL OFFER + + + 
ALL FOUR ABOVE 

24°50 + FREE BASIC TUTOR 
18.00 CASSETTE... £18.00, 

y more module + many more topes in stock 

(QUASIMODO._(Ex_bais) We bave's 4 eiteketeteiated || Fora free price list and further information send a 5.0.0. to: 

(role ioererte 4 DORSET PLACE, NEW STREET, HONITON 
INTRIGUE : DEVON EX14 8QS, TELEPHONE (0404) 44425 FT’ ‘We mal yor orders fat resrn post fe 
SOFTWARE ximrmaec Access orders taken by telephone. 

Cranbrook Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6UJ All prices are inclusive VAT and p&p. 

ane .CASSETTE FABULOUS 

. VALUE thats 
SS out of this world | 

50 GAM GAMES 01 ON ONE CASSETTE 
It is impossible to tell you everything NOW AVAILABLE FOR Cxcommaodore Gt ELECTRON Atmos 
about the 50 games on /AGON Spectrum " @gappie ORICA d 
CASSETTE - 50 but they include _OF BOCs SNARE Bal US lated IBN iviiee kuch oe mare, arcade ——— 
missile, tactical and logic games. EXPRESS DELIVERY. (atae Sand ood by tien of ont] Cosenise £0 at £9,958 
to suit most tastes in computer [] ORDER NOW Ses eal en I 

Gasser” l Sra Gas Led : CASSETTE - 50 will appeal to 
people of all ages and the games 
will provide many hours of 

Name — 
Address : entertainment forall the family at f cowmooore 6 [-] vic 20 omic) 88c ae 

a fraction of the cost of other —— eet i | ze [ ] APPLE =a computer games. A are = Tami [] Twos []oRacon ir 
es Country ws Lt. "WE PAY TOP PRICES U = Noth Yorkshwe G1 S86, England. I 

FOR TOP QUALITY GAMES Dealers & Stockists enquiries welcome. Telephone: (0423) 504526. Hew 30/10/84 
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tters Letters Letters Letters L 
ers Letters Letters Letters Let 

[stop ss] last year, and lots of | come in from school I go | 1 am 27 and will accept | law if they do it for their reviews and even more | straight to my Commodore | mail from any age group. | own use. reviews. and start using it. They say | providing they are 64 users | "If they then give (or sell) T think that the computer | that Iam neglecting my | and enjoy adventures. the tape to someone else haschanged quite dramatic- | school work and that I they are. cheating. the Having read Paula Le | ally over the last year. If | should be working for my | Ian Robertson, 18 Cedar | company who produced the Page’s letier in HW 84, 1 | you just think back to this | ‘O” Levels instead of | Hse, Spelthorne Grove, | goods out of the money that I must reply ‘to | time last year, everything's | mucking around on a | Sunbury, Middx Which is their due. In the some of her comments. | so different. Not only have | useless hobby. Do other case of video recordings this Firstly I would like to say | many software companies | readers find that their | We have no connection | does not usually matter that Lagree whole-heartedly | smartened up and improved | parents stand in the way of | with Mr Robertson and | because most. people who with her view that the HCW | their marketing — in short, | this excellent pastime or am | have not paid him to write | have a video recorder will letters page should not be | become more professional | I'the only person with this | flavrering letters about | have a TV licence and will tured into a cheats page | — but all we common or | problem? ‘Argus! Adventure buffs | have paid for the right 10 by the people who can't | garden users are also |" I try to explain to them | will be pleased 10 learn that | see the programme anyway, complete the various | growing up bitin what we | that Iam spending my time | we will shortly be fearuring | However both. music. and adventure games that are | liketo buy or type in to our | usefully. I am- teaching | an adventure column, so | software cost a. lot of always being mentioned. | computers. myself to program and am | write in with your problems | money to produce. An Surely it spoils the fun of a | _ Ofcourse, we're going to | getting quite good at it. | or advice average program may take game if someone gives you | miss the sparks of origina- | Computing is used in many three months to a year to all the answers and it stops | lity and the novelty, but 1 | jobs nowadays so 1 think [Thumbs | develop: the programmer You getting as much value | think it can only be for the } that my hobby will help my has to be paid’ during that for money out of your | god in the long run. | career prospects too. time, so that he can afford software, When I've spent | Amateur companies may be | What can I do to make , sleep and scratch his, £5 or more on a game I'd | fun while it lasts, but once | my parents. see that com- ; regular intervals. If rather do it myself, thank | the industry has progressed | puters aren't a waste of | 1am writing to warn HCW | you pirate his game he docs you as far as it now has, it’s | time? They say that they | readers of a new program | hot get the money you owe Tt also spoils the letters | important to maintain some | wish they hadn't bought it | from US Gold. After being | him’ 
page for those HCW | kind of credibility. for me, advertised as early as A programmer gets about 
readers who don’t want to If you want to know my | John Ramsbottom, Ms August, Nato Commander | 15 per cent of the selling 
cheat as some weeks there's | forecast for the near future, | chester was finally available in | price of his game — there nothing on the page lean | I think that we users are October. As there isa | are huge costs involved in 
fead without it spotting my | going to get more and more Belgian shortage of war simulation | manufacturing, packaging, 
fun by giving me the | Sophisticated and utilities Programs for the Commo: | distributing and advertising answers 10 one of my | and business programs will dore 64 1 purchased it | software. To recover costs games. dominate, Of course there immediately. it is necessary for the T must admit that 1 rays be the games The instruction book | software house to sell more sometimes get fed up with | freaks, and I admit that 1 | 1 finished the fantastic | Mentions a demonstration | than 20,000 copies of eacl the number of letters etc. in | enjoy playing games, but! | game Sabre Wulf with a, | Mode; this did not exist on | program. If one title fal HCW for TL99/4A owners | think that there will be | Score of 355,720 poims and | MY copy. However, worst 
(1 own a Spectrum 48K) but | more and more snobbery: | 97 per cent of the game. 1 | Of all I find that there is no 
I can see their point. 1] who's going to admit to | Qipposethis ieacontinenial | facility 10 play again on would be very worried | spending hours and hours | felha it took me te | completion of a game. It | houses and” programmers about the future of my | playing arcade games when | fours, must be reloaded from the | driving Porsches are over computing hobby if the | Serious users will be | Steven Harien (age 10), | Start which takes about five | and if you insist on stealing Spectrum were ever to | expanding their brains with | Beigium minutes, a situation which | their work they won't be go out of production. | graphics and utilities? is obviously unacceptable. | able to afford to produce However I do think there | It will be interesting to This lack of attention to | the goods and* you 
should be more of a balance | see how all the computer detail is not what I have | suffer. If people spend in HCW, after all Spectrum | magazines are going to come to expect from US | money producing a market- owners are in the majority | react to the shift in the | P=ETOESSSTSNSPSPH | Gold who in my experience | able item they are owed 
50 it is quite logical to | market. There are so many has produced excellent for your use of have more material for this | computer magazines that it software in the past. 1, for rgument that brilliant computer than for | will be vital for them to | May I congratulate you | one, am sending my copy of | software is too expensive any other and I think all | adapt to cater for the | on the continuing high | Nato Commander back and | does not wash; there are reasonable people must | public's needs. Perhaps | standard of HCW. Keep it | demanding a refund. I shall | many things would like agree with this. we'll see new magazines | up. Perhaps a bigger space | certainly be more careful | but can’t afford but that T think HCW is a great | springing up which cater for | for adventure nuts, hint, | when buying from them in | does not give me the right to magazine and the only thing | the young (and the not so | hint! (some és bigger than | che future and my advi. steal a mainframe! 
that needs changing is the | Young) amateur program- | none). HCW readers Jerry Fowler, Croydon 
letters page, I want 10 see mers and even those who | _ If there are any CBM 64 | your money! seit % 
more interesting letters | just like tinkering owners/readers in my local | Paul Nash, Cheadle Hulme | Software winner 
being published — like this | micros. Can you imay area who would like to 
one! — Your Uti swap hints etc, then I would iShameon | 
Henry O'Donovan, Tor- | Computing : be delighted’ to get in 

haps we'll see those titles in | contact. I can offer some 

knows? adventures; Hobbit, Heroes 
Chris Gibson, Oxford of Karn and any of the | You should be ashamed, 

adventures published on 64 | HCW.I'm referring to iscene _Iinuseless | Peeeucue ap oat 
1, 2 and 4. These tapes, | (HCW 84). 

1_was very pleased to see produced by Argus, are The attitude that it's Reporte nopby? [esate eae 
letters page has cut out the great value, considering | records is rife. When you 
dross of how to cheat on | I have a problem and I was | that all four, so far, are | buy a program, record or 
various boring games. It’s | wondering if any other | packed with tips, hints, | TV licence you pay for 
much more interesting to | HCW readers are having | games, utilities etc, | the right to use that 
read other people’s points | the same difficulties. including adventures on the | information. If you want 
of view and I hope this will 1 own a Commodore 64 | issues mentioned above. I | to transfer that program, 
continue. which I got for my birthday | can recommend them to all | music or programme on to 

You must admit, HCW, | last year and I spend quite a | 64 owners. another medium it is within 
that your pages have been | lot of time using it. Now If anyone else, either | your legal right, so all those 
rather thin over the | my parents say that I am | home or abroad wants to | people who copy programs 
summer. We're all looking | wasting all my time playing | write with help, or just for | to disc, and records to tape 
forward to bumper Christ- | games on it and that they | the sake of writing, please | and video-record Blankety 
mas issues like you released | never see me because when I | do. | will answer all mail. | Blank aren't breaking the 
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SPECTR 
‘Sherlock 
20each Head 
3baley Thompson's 
Decathion 

4avaion 
Shampstead 
6Matchpoint 
7Jet Set Willy 
Full Throttle 
9braxx Bluff 
1ONight Gunner 

‘1Duck Shoot 
2computer War 
3Punchy 
Flight O15 
5max 
Maze Gold 
7 Tank Commander 
BTower of Evil 
9uet Pac 

tocrazy Kong 

a 

Melbourne Hse 
Centresofe (6) 
Ocean (3) 
Hewson 
Melbourne Hse (-) 
Sinetair) 
5. Projects (5) 
Micromega (7) 
Micromega 
gta Interceptor (8) 

WIC-20 

Memicro() 
Cralg Comms (3) 
Anirog (a) 
Visions (6) 

urtimate s) 
Interceptor (10) 

Creative Sparks (7) 
Creative Sparks) 

COMMODORE SY 
1et Set wily 
2oumshoe 64 
3zimsatabim (8) 
‘4torm Warrior 
SDaley Thompsons 
‘Decathlon 

SWortd cup 
7scrabble 
8zax0n 
Schitier 

10Beacn Head 

Compiled by W. H. Smith and Websters. Figures in 

1 Scrabble 
2kensington 
3Peari Harbour 
aFrak 
seitte 
Gmini Office 

S.Projects(-) 
AMF Software 
Melbourne Hse 1 
wre 
Ocean 1) 
artic) 
Lelsure Genius 

Centresoft 2) 

Compiled with the assistance of Britain’s leading software distributors, 
including: Pinnacle, SDL, PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. 

tava sear 
Hungry Horace 
amr 0i9 
Scuthbert in Space 
Gkriegsplet 
7chuckle €99 
‘8 Dragon chess 
Ring Of Darkness 

10E!ghtball 

Ocean 1) 
shards‘ 
Melbourne Hse ( 
Microdeal () 
Microdeal 
Beyond (3) 
ARF) 
Oasis Software (a) 
Wintersoft 5) 
Microdeal 

brackets are last week's positions. 

Letsure Genius (6) 

7 Spitfire commana 
= Castie of Gems 
‘Battie Tank 
10DIamond Mine 

LRG 
Yerazy Kong 
2Walk the Plank 
3Black Crystal 
‘4xrypton Ordeat 
S€splonage island 

=) 
ows (3) 
Pssia) 
Nowus (2) 
Sinetair() 
Bug-Byte() 
Sincialr 
artic() 
Sinctale 
uicksva (9) 
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a) 
Lineage: 
3Sp per word 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

os 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid 
Advertisements are accepted subject 10 the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request), 

LOW PRICES 
QUICKSHOT II JOYSTICKS 
Atari, Commodore £7.95| 
Spectrum Kempston) £14. 
BBC are 
RAM Turbo Interface £20. 
Dk'tronics Programmable 
Interface 
Currah Micro-siot 
[Curran Speech 
(Spectrum /cea) £27.95) 
All prices include p&p. SAE for 
other software and hardware! 
bargains, stating computer and| 
Interest 

EARN MONEY!!! 
Selling high quality software to your 
friends, shops etc., top games at 

bargain prices. 
ALL ORIGINALS 

TEL; 01-520 0258 (EVES AND W'ENDS) 
PROGRAMS WANTED. 

50% bases 
We will arrange packing, marketing 

‘and distribution 
S.A.E. to NCS UK Ltd, 

(Dept HCW), 24 Edward Road, 
Walthamstow, London E17 6LU 

Announce- 

ments 
TI-99/4A Computer Exhibition 3rd 
November I1 am to 5 pm. Ritz, 
Whitworth Street, West Manchester. 
Details ring 0273 503968. 

MICRO COMPUTER AUCTIONS 

REGULAR MONTHLY AUCTIONS FOR ALL 

MICRO HARD & SOFTWARE 

SEND FOR ENTRY FORM OR NEXT 

CATALOGUE TO: 

MICRO COMPUTER AUCTIONS (HCW) 
NORTHINGTON HOUSE 

59 GRAYS INN RD, LONDON WC1x8TL 

TEL: 01-242-0012 (24 HOURS) 

COMPUTER COURSES 

DUPLICATION 

ibs records 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

REAL-TIME o¢ (Siow) HIGH-SPEED Professional Cassete "Duplication -and Blanks 1" = 1000+. Comper printed 
Cassette Labels. BBC Disk Duplication find Unformatted Duks 1 S00+ Fast 

utennowo tro, 40 sachers Way, Hertrora scta 402 0993557106 

ORIC/ATMOS 
Software library 

Over 150 titles. 2 weeks hire £1 
Membership £5. Stamp for list 
Les wilson (0), 100 Blenheim 

Walk, Corby, Northants. 
irawings and programs and all copyright and all other intelletual proper 

‘and other intellectual property rights and by v1 
oduction requir 

Br ige4 Argus Specialist Publications Lid 

01-437 0699 
EXT 342. 
Send your requirements to: 
Becky Wilson 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB 

Oric - Atmos - Spectrum Library 
free membership two weeks hire £1 
s.a.e. to Hire-soft, 113 Broomfield 
Road, Marsh, Huddersfield 

-20/CBM 64 SOFTWARE HIRE: 
Free membershipl!! 

Dozens of tities (e.g. 30 Time Trek, 
‘Pharoah’s Tomb) from 60p per 

week. Send SAE for your Hirekit to: 
Vie-20 Software Hire (HCW), 242 Ransom 

To hire a computer from Spectrum 
48K upwards, please phone or write 
to Business & Computer Services, 
294, Caledonian Rd., London Ni 
IBA Tel. 01 607 0157 

COMMODORE 64 
Software library 

Over 200 titles. 2 weeks hire £1. 
Membership £5. Stamp for list. 
Les wilson (©), 100 Blenheim 

Walk, Corby, Northants. 

Clearance sale on Commodore, 
Dragon and Spectrum software. 
For list: Sunrise Software, 25 
Gaitside Drive, Aberdeen ABI 7BH 
Phone (0224) 37348. 
VIC-20 expansion, super expanded, 
10 games cartridges, various other 
‘games and appropriate books. Tele: 
phone Blythe (Northumberland) 
355212 

BBC B/Electron/Dragon software 
library — Membership £5.00. 
Tapes 1 (+30p P&P). Stamp for 
details. E. Tucker, (H) $8, Blen- 
heim Walk, Corby, Northants. 

‘T-Shirts and Sweatshirts 
Spectrum Invader 

T'm User Friendly 
Have you seen my Peripherals? 
Zap "em Monster Games 
Role players do it in dungeons 
100% cotion Tshirts in. white or sky 13.50 each inclusive Poly-cotton Sweatshirt in grey £5.99 each Taclusve, smal, medium, large and extra large sie 

Mail Orde 
(Ove Per Cent Serens, Unit 12, Star Lane atate; Great Wabering, Eset. 

ly from: 

the prior writen consent of the company, 

‘TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 
ROBACTIVE — You control a robot in 
a mine, must collect barrel of 
uranium, avoiding various hazards. 
ROBACTIVE — 100% extended basic 
Requires Joystick. Only available by 
‘mall order. 

‘Send cheque/P.0. for £6.00 
Including p+ to: 

‘ABSOLUTE, 8 Chapel Lane, 
Houghton, Cambs. PE17 2AY 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

TI-99/4A SOFTWARE: 
Any three fantastic games for only 

£5.39 titles to choose from, 
For full list S.A. to 

BINBROOK SOFTWARE 
88 Cotterdale, Sutton Pai 

Hull HU7 4AE 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE: 
‘Spec £5.35 

Manic Miner Flight Path 737 
Son oF Blagger. 
Beach Hea ‘All Guaranteed “All Micros SAE Software Peripheral Book List State Micro Cheques/POs To 
COMPUTER COMMUNICATION 

(UK) LTD 9 Martins Close. Blackwater ‘Camberley Surrey GU17 OAH 
‘ORDER HOTLINE 0276 33852 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
SPECTRUM COMMODORE 64 

Sabre Wolf..£8.65 Gumsboe 
Beach Hd..6.75. Psytron 
IS. Holmes..-£11.75 Arabian Kehs.£5.73 
Avalon Troe Wali. £5.73 
det Set Wily Zimsalabis £848 
Terrahawks et Set Willy £6.55 
Fighter Pilot Encounter... £8.25 
Lords Mid Micto-olymps £8.25 
Matchpoint Spite Ace £8.75 
JackABeanstk £5.28 Zaxxon ne L8.73 

All games tested for loading prior to 
<espatch. Cheques/PO's (0 
MAILCENTA (HCW) 

38 Alder Road, Belper, 
Derbyshire DES 4LP 

BOOK THIS SPACE NOW! 
RING 01-437-0699 

erein belong 10 Aru 
fc of international copyright conventions are 

SSNO2644991 
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SOFTWARE BARGAINS!!! 
COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM 
Lignd Valhalla £9.90 D.Thomp.Dec £4.90 48K SPECTRUM Ntbch e290 Mane ta D'thompDe £520 Land Vala £9.90 taxon E90 There EAD 3000 BAUD Fe Re a (| | eterertg ales 
Fist [650 toavotta.ts90] | |eommands, with a) 3, progam: or figuras tao Jerserwuy’ ecco} | |aiect" command, and" Ie your Nascno, £730 Hunchtect’ txa0! | | Spearum do the ves incuded’ Sa NSfmetecr E430 uaa! £350] | | soeuemees nese reais Eaton S Eile bret tad || pomedepeipereticn— met Bioee, e weer cool | [comet Ae mar ee Fok nol £130 flashing? Supplied on cassette with 

instructions. Send £4.50 incl. p&p to" 
David Roberts, 

41 Baring Road, LONDON SEI2 

TI-99/4A 
Software 

TEXAS TI-99/4A — 
ALL THESE GREAT GAMES FOR YOUR .99/4A COMPUTER ARE IN Tl BASIC. HAVE FULL GRAPHICS AND A HALL OF FAME. PRICES INCLUDE P +P. 

Cassette 1 Boozy Bil/ Diggit. £4.50 Cass. 2 Galaxios/Alien Magness. £4.50 (Cassette $ OllPanic/Jet Plane... £4.50 
‘Make all cheques/POs payable to:— 
MRI, 64 Reva Road, 

Uverpoot Lia 6UB 

SO ames on one cassette 
Mail orders only. S.A.E. for ful price is. 

PO's/cheaues to 
NCS UK Ltd., 

(Dept HCW), 24 Edward Road, 
Walthamstow, London E17 6LU: 

‘MICRO SOFTWARE 
MICRO PRICES 

Spectrum Commodore 64 
Moonwecper™ 5.65 D.T Death" 68 
DirDecth $99 FioallMngr $75 
PioallSinge S13 apa Mion | 5.75 

‘Alo books and accemores SAE Yor fl isa Sate your mio 
POSTELL MAIL ORDER 
(HCW), 11 Bliboe Road 

Bilston, W Midlands WV14 SEE 

SOFTWARE AGENT: 

AGENCY FOR THE COMPUTING ARTS 
If you are a good programmer you probably need an 

agent. Call Bath 60717 or write to: 
6 Quarry Rock Gardens, Claverton Down Road 

Bath, Avon BA2 6EF 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT — 

ORDER FORM 

weeks Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

ONLY 35p per word (minimum charge 15 words) 
CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 
Tel: 01-437 0699 
Name 
Address 

Tei. No. (Day) 

=| — 

CLASSIFIED — RING 

01-437 0699 
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REPAIRS SPARES REGISTER 
Repairs — ZX81— Spectrum. Fast 
reliable repairs by experienced 
engineers, having serviced Sinclair 
computers since the introduction of 
the ZX80. Our price is inclusive of 
all parts, labour, postage and VAT 

We offer repairs and spares 
for Sinciair, Commodore, 
Atari and ail other makes. 
Part exchange and second 
hand computer services 

available. irrespective of fault. *No hidden 
STATION ELECTRICAL, Coastal || charges. *While-you-wait service 
Rd, Hestbank, Lancaster LA2 | | available. Spectrum £18.75. ZX81 

GHN TEL: 0524 824519 £11.50. 16K Ram £9.95. Call or 
send with cheque or P.O. to: Commodore repairs. By Commo- 

dore approved engineers. Repair 
prices — VIC-20 modulators £6.50, 
VIC-20 from £14.50, CBM 64 from 
£18.00, C2N from £7.00, printers, 
disk, etc. For more details write or 
tel. G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling 
ton Road, Burnham, Bucks SLI 
7BQ. Tel: (06286) 61696. 

MICRO-SERV 
The home computer repait specials 

BBC, SPECTRUM, VIC-20 AND ALL 
‘PERIPHERALS. } MONTH 

WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS 
UNIT 4, Denny Workspace, 
Denny, Scotland, FK6 6DW. 

Tel: Denny (0324) 823468 

NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

[SOMERSET | 
RAINBOW 

Si < ‘SrecTAUM, DRAGON. 
= SOFTWARE ~ 

CENTRE 

ELECTRON, ZX81 
Huge stocks of peripherals 

. Cassette units, 
MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE 

BBC SPECTRUM ETC. 
Phoenix Software Cantre 
18 Huish. Yeovil, Somerset 

Tol: O86 21726 

T V Services of Cambridge Ltd, 
French's Road. Cambridge CB4 
3NP. Tel (0223) 311371 

HEMEL COMPUTER 
CENTRE LTD. 

For fast reliable repair service 
of your SPECTRUM, BBC, 
DRAGON, ATARI and 

COMMODORE computers. e.g 
Send your 16/48K Spectrum to 
us and we will repair and return 

it for £18 + £1.60 p&p. 
Hemel Computer Centre Ltd. 

52 High St., Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts HP1 3AF. 
Tel: 0442 212436 

Uoysticks, Interfac 
Paddles, Introduction series, 

Reference Guides ete) 
Open Monday-Sunday 9am-8pm. 

Any visa accepted 
For the largest selection of hardware] 
and software in the area contact 
VICTORIA ROAD, YEOVIL, SOMERSET 

TEL: 0935 26678 

standard arcade/edacational games? If Bave, and you are finding it hard to break lato the markt, then setd your games 10 
ws, ad we wil arrange marketing and 

you. Mark i 
Big. Thinker 

igh View, Somerton Hi 
Langport, Somerset. Tel Somerton 7374, 

* WANTED x 
BUYERS FOR THIS SPACE 
OFFERS TO BECKI ON 

01-437-0699 

DO YOU OFFER A REPAIR 
SERVICE? WHY NOT 
ADVERTISE IN OUR 
REPAIRS 'N’ SPARES 

REGISTER. 
PHONE 01 437 0699 

FOR DETAILS. 



You'll never dream a program 
could be this good!!! 

Join Wally in his nightmare 
nsational Software from 

MIKAOTGEN 
44 The Broadway, Bracknell. Tel: (0344) 427317 

a ur ‘Spectrum 48K \ailable for Commodore 64 an 
AVAILABLE FOR SPECTRUM 48K at £6.95 

AND CBM 64 at £7:! 



J 

j 

We've done it again! / a, 

\ 

\ oe You fly oe 
\ cloud to clou 

You thought The King was : iN you will enjoy sky 
great? Wait 'til you see this!! , ~ high excitement 
Outstanding high resolution ‘ dealing with the challenges 
graphics, tremendous sound : ented to you by this superb 
make this “Medieval” type 9 | dom Mix Software. 
a must for your software collection. ¥, Machine language. 

For 1 o' " 

Dealers Contact MICRODEAL 
DISTRIBUTION ON CASSETTE id 0726-3456 

Mail Order Sales from (Exclusive Distributors) 

Microdeal Mail Order S famanied Tom Mix Titles svaiteble 
41 Truro Rd, St. Austell rom computers dealers nationwide 

‘or from larger branches of — 
Cornwall PL25 SJE Credit Card Sales 

=" G2 > Phone 0726 3456 Stores 


